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SUMMARY

The assessment of technology related to the noise of

future Supersonic Transport Category Aircraft is a most diffi-

cult and complex task. The difficulties result from the

plethora of data and opinions which have come from a wide

variety of groups addressing an equally wide variety of engine

and airframe design concepts and design time frames. The only

consensus of opinion and evidence appears to be that the Conccrde

and its forseeable derivatives cannot be expected to meet the

FAR Part 36 Stage 2 noise limits.

For new designs initiated in the near future, opinions

diverge, although much of the opinion of USA technical personnel

is that the Stage 2 noise limits can be Met, perhaps with only

a small economic penalty. However, there is concern relative

""_ to the adequacy of the design margins required to insure meeting

of guaranteed or certificated noise performance, requlrements.

For new designs initiated in the mid 1980's there appears

little doubt that the Stage 2 noise limits can be met, again

with a small economic penalty, although the vehicle would have

much better overall economic potential than either Concords or

the best new design initiated in the near future. Such new de-

signs incorporate "future" or "Class 2 and 3" technology which

offer significant improvements in overall vehicle aerodynamic,

engine, and noise performance.

There is only a small amount of evidence and opinion that

new designs of the mid 1980's could meet the Stage 3 noise

limits. This lack of evidence and positive opinion results

primarily from three factors:

L, /
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i) The majority of the design and conceptual development .

studies have focused on Stage 2 limits as either a goal

or constraint, and only a few studies have examined the

implications of meeting Stage 3 limits. Stage 3 limits impose

relatively more difficulty on SST category aircraft than

On the subsonic category aircraft, whose aerodynamic

performance and engine exhaust velocity requirements are

more condusive to quieter operation.

2) The Stage 3 limits and test requirements, as currently

stated, are based on the performance characteristics

(aerodynamic, engine, and noise) of subsonic aircraft

with high bypass engines. Their intent is to constrain

the noise of aircraft, not only within the measurement

boundary, but beyond, as well, to a much larger area when

i"_ the majority of the noise impact is experienced. However,
because of their origin they do not necessarily provide an

appropriate design constraint to minimize total noise impact

of an aircraft category that has rather different perform-

ance characteristics.

3) There appears to be no generalized conceptual noise goal

for supersonic transport category aircraft which relates

SST noise performance (or impact) and its probable opera-

tional time frame with the needs of the airports from which

i$ might operate.

Each of these three factors should be addressed, as appro-

priate, in the various R & D programs which are related to

supersonic cruise vehicles. The goal of this effort should

be to produce the information necessary to develop noise rules

1-2
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which lead towards optimization of the design performance of

supersonic transport category aircraft with respect to the

environmental needs.

Unless these factors are addressed in a timely fashion, the

possibility of initiation of an aircraft design that will only

meet Stage 2 limits is increased. The result could easily be

the development of an aircraft which begins operation in the

1990's with a noise impact considerably in excess of any other

new aircraft of its time frame. Operation of such an aircraft

could not only negate much of the progress made in reducing the

impact of aircraft noise on airport neighbors, but also could

provide an obvious focal point for the public's concern for noise

reduction. This possible outcome could lead to operational re-

strletions that would severely penalise the economic and public

,_, transpor$ service poten_ia! of the aircraft.

J
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report has been developed in response to an Environ-

mental Protection Agency (EPA) task order requesting an evalua-

tion of noise control technology applicable to Supersonic

Transport (SST) category aircraft. To date, SST category

aircraft have tended to be noisier than subsonic aircraft when

operating in the vicinity of an airport, particularly during

takeoff. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has

recently amended its noise regulations to include the existing

fleet of 16 Conccrde SSTs under many of its provisions and to

control the noise of any future new aircraft of that type to

the levels of the original rule for subsonic aircraft [192-194].

It is generally agreed that the design goal for second

generation SSTs be to make them compatible with contemporary

future subsonic aircraft, but the means for stating this goal

quantitatively and in regulatory framework are elusive and

without consensus. Under the Noise Control Act of 1972, EPA

has the responsibility to recommend regulatory actions to

the FAA for its consideration [187], and the FAA also has the re-

sponsibility to develop regulations that will minimise aircraft

noise for the benefit of public health and welfare. However,

both organizations are constrained by the Act's admonition

that any noise regulations be subject to considerations of

"safety, economic reasonableness, technological practicability,

and appropriateness to type of aircraft." Some of these

constraints are particularly difficult to consider with respect

to future SSTs.

First, many people question the economic viability of the

existing SSTs and those that were proposed in the past. The

,_)
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imposition, through regulation, of any additional economic

penalties or risks could have a disproportionate significance

in the event that the SST design was in fact economically

marginal; or could be a significant factor in preventing the

initiation or continuation of a truly viable SST program.

Second, technological practicability is often demonstrated

in full-scale flight certificable hardware. Such a full-scale

demonstration is difficult with SST noise control technology,

primarily because of the absence of a hardware development

program, either civil or military. Consequently, much of the

proven practicable technology appropriate to SST aircraft is

constrained to be that already in service. Proof of newer tech-

nology will require a hardware-oriented program for its.

development and test.

These constraints make it difficult to translate the

noise objectives for future SSTs into regulatory language.

But unless some way is found, there can be no guarantee that

the next SST design will produce an aircraft that will be

compatible with other aircraft at its time of entry into service.

1.1 Background

In the late 1950s, the United Kingdom and France initiated

design studies for a civil SST aircraft. In 1962, they formally

merged their efforts and by 1965 had finalized the design of

the Concorde. The first prototypes flew in 1969 and the

production aircraft entered airline service in 1976. Sixteen

aircraft have been produced and no more are believed to be

planned for construction. The Concorde carries up to 128

passengers over a transatlantic range of up to 3450 nautical

with a cruise Mach number slightly in excess of 2.0 [188].

I-5



DurinE the 1960s, developments were undertaken in both

the USSR and the USA. The USSR effort resulted in the design

of the TU-14_ aircraft, which has entered limited service

within the USSR. This aircraft is similar to the Concorde

in its general size and performance characteristics [188].

The US effort to develop a civil SST aircraft began in

1963 and was terminated in early 1971 by the Congress, for

a combination of reasons including:

potential destruction of upper atmosphere ozone

layer which protects the earth from ultraviolet

radiation

uncertainty of the economic viability of the design

when put in service

concern over the precedent of Federal participation

and subsidy of a commercial venture

airport noise 'and sonic boom.

At the time the program was cancelled, the prototype aircraft

(Boeing B2707-300) was into final design design stages and

some hardware had been constructed. The design was intended

to carry 270 passengers over a range _f 3550 nautical miles

at a cruise speed of Mash 2.7.

Some of the technology development items from the US

SST program were carried forward by the FAA, together with

NASA and industry. In 1972, NASA developed a formal advanced

Supersonic Technology (AST) program, now called Supersonic

Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR). Its overall objectives were

v .(67)to pro Ide.

Note: For additional information on Concords. and SST programs
see references 14,15,!7,1825,31,46,50,137,165,172_203

:_ and207.
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expanded technology base for future civil and

military supersonic aircraft

data needed to assess environmental and economic

impacts on the US of present and future foreign

supersonic _ransport alrcraft

a sound technical basis for any future consideration

that may be given by the US to the development of

an environmentally acceptable and economically

viable commercial SST.

This program has generated a large number of interrelated system

studies by bo_h industry and NASA in the fields of propulsion

(including noise) stratospheric emissions impact, structures

and materials, aerodynamic performance, and stability and

• _-_, control. [40,136,151,152,20_ The propulsion and aerodynamic
studies are of particular relevance to technology assessment

of SST noise control technology.

The noise goals for the Concorde aircraft development were

_o not oreatea noise ezoeeding the ZeveZ then aoeep_ed for the

operet_on of subsonic _iror_ft_ a resolution of' the International

Civil Aircraft Organization (ICAO) in 1962 [1773. It did not

meet this generalized goal, and, consequently, for takeoff it is

the noisiest aircraft in the civil fleet. Further, by the time

it entered service in 1976, new subsonic aircraft with high bypass

ratio engines were demonsZrating significant noise reductions over

the subsonic aircraft of !962. Thus_ the Concorde, by comparison,

appears relatively even noisier _han anticipated or intended.

J
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The noise reduction demonstrated by the new subsonic Jets

was a result of the technology advances in the 1960s and the

promulgation in 1969 by the PAA of the first noise standards

for the aircraft type certification for subsonic aircraft [186].

These standards were applied to the last version of the US SST

in 1970 by recommendation of the SST Noise Advisory Committee.

Their imposition necessitated a major redesign of the aircraft

to ensure compliance.

The 1969 standards, now called Stage 2 noise limits, were

superceded in 1977 by even more stringent limits, called Stage

3 limits, for new subsonic turbojet aircraft applying for type

certification after November 1975 [195]. Recently, the FAA has

promulgated a regulation which includes the existing Concordes

under several provisions and applies the Stage 2 noise limits

_-_ to all other civil SST aircraft [194]

The US is actively working with the ICAO Committee on noise

and its working group E to develop internationally acceptable

standards for future design SSTs. Working group E has defined

a "common case" SST design objective for which the member

nations will conduct noise and economic tradeQff studies for

both current and future assumed technology. This information

is of major relevance to this report [72-122].

It is recognized that if design of a new SST aircraft were

initiated now, it would not enter service until 1990. At such

time, an SST meeting Stage 2 noise limits would be noisier than

the aircraft now in production, and much noisier than the air-

craft meeting S_age 3 limits expected to be in production in

the early 1980s. Therefore, the current regulation does not

ensure that the noise characteristics of future design SSTs will

be compatible with contemporary aircraft at the date of entry

into service.

1-8
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1.2 Frame of Reference for Technology Definition

These are two sets of definitions for the time frame

availability which are used in this report, one used by the

EPA and the other developed by ICAO CAN working group E for

its studies.

The EPA definitions give three categories of technology;

current, available, and future. Their definitions are:

Ourren_ _echnoZogy includes "shelf item" hardware and

commonly known (state of the art) techniques and pro-

cedures which have been used effectively by most manu-

facturers for many applications.

Av_iZable teehnoZo_y includes "shelf items" hardware

and commonly known (state of the art) techniques and

r'-_, procedures which have been used effectively by some
manufacturers for some applications. Also included

: are the results of RD&D which have not been put

intd practice but are available for implementation.

Some performance testing may still be necessary but

i this technology has been certified for airworthiness

or, by adequate ground and/or flight testing, deter-

mined to be capable of being certified.

: Future _echnoZogy represents the outcome of RD&D

proErams now in progress which have not been veri-

fied bu_ the results to date indicate high potential

to a reasonable degree of confidence. Included are

LJ
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present RD&D programs which are being conducted with

sufficient resources of manpower, Funding, and time

to carry to programs to conclusion. Definitive results

are expected in the relatively near future for

acoustical and operational performance, economics, and

flight safety. The nature of the expectations is

positive because predictions of nonviable results

would have been cause for earlier termination of the

RD&D programs.

The iCAO-CAN-WG-E definitions give three classes of tech-

nology which are specified by the time Frame that the technology

would be expected to be available for use in initial design [78].

The classes are defined as:

The Class ! technology is the technology which is

'_"_ considered as established such that a manufacturer

might rely on it to start design and development of

a supersenlc aircraft between 1977 and 1980. For

some items, qualification is needed and will be given

in the text.

The Class I! technology is the technology which is

likely to be established (if the ongoing works confirm

today's expectations) such that a manufacturer might

rely on it to start design and development of a super-

sonic aircraft between 1980 and 1985.

The Class Ill technology is that which will probably

not be established before 1985 to the extent that

a _anufaotursr could rely on it for design and

development start of a supersonic aircraft.

l- I0



A preliminary assessment by the working group gave the

following interpretation to power plant and aerodynamic

technology items relevant to this report (see Table l-l).

A comparison of the EPA and iCAO definitions indicates

approximately that "current" technology would be contained

in Class I; available technology in Class ! or !I, depending on the

time status of the item; and future technology in Class I!

or Ill, again depending on time status. It should be recognized

that the assessment of any item of technology depends to some

extent on the subjective viewpoint of those making the assess-

ment. For example, a manufacturer is likely to be much more

conservative in h!s assessment of availability and performance

of an item !f his assessment is to be used in developing a

regulation or performance guarantee. Conversely, a design

analyst conducting a system tradeoff _o optimize the potential

of a new design is less likely to be conservative, because

excess safety margins inconsistently scattered among design

elements tend to result in optimization trends which may be

misleading; consequently, the "best estimate" Is often used

uniformly throughout the study process.

1.3 Organization and Time Frame of the Report

There are five sections in the body of th!s report.

Section 2 develops a basic perspective on the noise of sub-

sonic and supersonic aircraft and the general relationships

between their airframe and engine performance characteristics,

noise certification standards, and noise impact. Section 3

summarizes the status of individual elements of noise control

technology including engine, aerodynamics, and operational

l-ll



procedures. Section 4 reviews some of the integrated airframe-

engine noise integration studies, and Sec. 5 attempts to sum-

marize where noise and the SST stand with respect to technology.

This report is based on information developed and made

available prior to Fall 1978. Because the research effort for

improved supersonic cruise aircraft is continuing, additional new

findings may be anticipated, many of which may be expected to

provide improved potential performance relative to that of

"available" or Class i or 2 technology.

1-12
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TABLE 1.1. PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF SELECTED ITEMS QF TECHNOLOGY FOR SST
BY CLASS (FRO_ ICAO CAN WGE [78]).

Class! 1 ClassII C1(issIll
(1977-1980)I (1980-1985} (BeyQnd1985)

Ao Poulrplmnc I

i, Eng/_nmc7¢ie and other tt_

- TucboJet/_an Lou bT_ssl =a_£o Dgcg bu_ing, vA_$abl

- Tu=blue entz7 c_a_at_i 1450/1300°_ 1500/1600°IK • 1600oi¢
(In cYulsa)

= Improved ¢omptaJ|or/tu_blnn --_ Continuous Tm_EOV_el;Ci

aarodyoa=ic efftctency I

vm_-_abla geomecY"/ Available for- _Cm_6io_ of Advatnce_ _l headed _0_"
_oz_Im Or chm con- VCZ

l_A_Or CO_" CO_C
i_oBiinl;s

- Nozzle efflclency Conclnuous l_cov_n_s

2 E_gln. noise _ucc_on 1 I

(low :_.por_cure)

- Tucbi_ _e_l_ CrIca=la $om_ Improve- ,• Fu=_her Impr_nc_

Nu_clob nolje _edu=tlon N/A N/A Availablo

- Aco_ll:ical tg_stmmngs LL_J:_d Increased U_ta _-_
(b_lsh :mpe=atu=e)

- J_c I_Oise_

a, Open_B p_ _oz_l_ Available _vsJ.lsbl_ Avallabl_

C R_tr_cc&bl_ sil_n¢_o N/A Aw£1able Av&£1abl_

- _nlinl £nlcallmClon N/A _/A Available

- _.r tncak_ _co_mttc_l -- Con_.nu_u_ %_provum_c_

5. AI_C_e_C AetodyA_m/c P_formancas

I_$$_er L/D (In c_u_* and ......... _.ntlnuous L_t_v_ac_
&c T,0,

- Movab_._ L/E |._C_ _ C_ntlnuo_ T_pcovm_enc_

- Low d_Z_ pod_ -. _ontiuuoum I_p_ov_ts

- _CV cO_ap_l _nI_UGUa _._p_ov_lte_II

- I_1"ove_ _mJiS_ _Cbods CO_C_UOU_ I;_'ov_ent:_ _

- V_=_ble _Hp vlnB, N/A { H/A I _I/A# I

- _stachma (["-_A_da) Concinuou_ _tovmme=:m __

- TI_ flaps Continuous Tmpt'ov_ncs

- ]_ddy _m_1"ated iJJt _ _ . - Con¢_nuous Improvements - -
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2. PERSPECTIVE: SUPERSONIC VS. SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE AND AIRPORT NOISE

The performance and noise characteristics of aircraft designed

for supersonic cruise differ in many aspects from the characteris-

tics of aircraft designed for subsonic cruise. This section sum-

marizes some of the most significant differences.

2.1 Performance

The aerodynamic and propulsion characteristics of supersonic

aircraft are primarily dictated by the requirements for supersonic

cruise. An SST aircraft, such as the Concorde illustrated in Fig.

2-1, has a slender fuselage and a highly swept wing of quasi tri-

angular or delta planform. In comparison to the subsonic B-747,

illustrated in Fig. 2-1, the Concorde has a much lower aspect

ratio _Ingspan + Wwing'area). It does not have leading edge

flaps for increased low speed lift as does the B-747. Its engines

are afterburning turbojets which have very high speed Jet exit

velocity whereas the B-747 has high bypass ratio turbofan engines

with a relatively low Jet exit velocity. These differences, re-

sulting from both mission and design date of technology, directly

affect the noise characteristics of these aircraft.

The lift-drag ratio (L/D) (lift force ÷ drag force) of selected

subsonic and _upersonic cruise aircraft is illustrated in Fig. 2-2a.

In the subsonic regime the subsonic aircraft have significantly

better values than does the Concorde. Through the transonic region

(Maeh 0.9 - 1.1) the L/D of Concorde drops by about one-third

because of the wave drag associated with transonic and supersonic

flight. The result of the variation of L/D with Mach number is

that the cruise L/D of Concorde is less than one-half the value

obtained by an advanced subsonic design such as the B-747 and

2-1
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CONCORDE

B-747

FIG. 2.1 PLANFOR{4S OF SUPERSONIC CoRCORDE AND SUBSONIC
BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT.
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L-lOll. Thus, at cruise the Concorde requires over twice the pro-

pulsive net thrust per unit aircraft weight than that required by

an advanced subsonic aircraft.

The thermal efficiency of the Concorde engine is higher than

that of an advanced subsonic turbofan engine, 41% vs. 33%. This

increase of power plant efficiency mitigates somewhat the poorer

L/D of the Concorde in determining the amount of fuel required to

achieve a stated mission range. Figure 2-2b illustrates the range

parameter, which is the thermal efficiency times the L/D ratio,

for some of the aircraft in Fig. 2-2a. Although the Concorde's

range parameter performance is considerably below that of advanced

subsonic aircraft, the potential performance of "future" super-

sonic cruise aircraft is estimated to be much closer to that of

the advanced subsonic aircraft [28].

,'_ For its design range of 3150 nautical miles (n.m.), Paris to

New York, the Concorde'S fuel loud is about 50% of its 400,000

lbs. takeoff weight. Of this 50%, 9% is reserve and 41% is con-

sumed. The passenger and baggage payload is 25,000 lbs or 6%
i

of takeoff weight (TOW) and the operating empty weight is 44% of

TOW. An early model 747 which had a maximum TOW of 775,000 ibs

could carry a full passenger and baggage payload of 80,000 lbs

(i0% of TOW) for 5400 n.m. The fuel carried is approximately

42% of TOW, and the operating empty weight is 48% of TOW. If

the payload of this model B-747 is increased to 20% of TOW, the

range is reduced to 4200 miles, and the total fuel carried to

32% of TOW.

These comparisons clearly show the overall performance penalty

to the Concorde relative to the 747 that results from Consorde's

lower value of L/D. Additionally, for a transatlantic mission

Concorde's payload is very sensitive to any addition of weight to
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the aircraft. For example, a 1% addition to TOW caused by am In-

crease in either operating empty weight or fuel carried would reduce

the payload from 6% to 5% of TOW, a reduction of 17% in payload.

Table 2.1 summarizes values of lift-drag and thrust-weight (F/W)

ratios for takeoff and cruise for the Concorde, B-747 and L-1011

aircraft. The Concorde requires a higher F/W for takeoff and

has a much lower L/D than either subsonic aircraft. Both of these

factors tend to increase noise, i.e. a larger power plant and a

lower angle of climb. The ratio of cruise to takeoff thrust for the

Concerde is about twice that of either of the two subsonic aircraft.

This difference implies that the optimum engine cycles could be

expected to differ significantly between the two types of aircraft.

Examples of engine performance as a function of bypass ratio

for supersonic and subsonic cruise are presented in Fig. 2-3.

,-_ The specific thrust (net thrust ÷ mass flow) for the supersonic

cruise mission at a zero bypass ratio is about 63% of that for the

subsonic engine/and at a bypass ratio of five is about 47%. The

specific fuel consumption (SFC) (fuel weight consumption per hour

÷ net thrust) for the subsonic engine decreases with increasing

bypass ratio. This decrease of SFC is the major reason for the

use of high bypass ratio engines (4 to 5) on subsonic Jets. How-

ever, for supersonic cruise, the SFC has a slight minimum at a

bypass ratio of 1.3 and increases for higher values of bypass

ratio. Thus, for supersonic cruise, only bypass ratios in =he

range of zero to 1.3 warrant design consideration -- the optimum

determined after considering the increase in engine weight with

increased by-pass ratio and the savings of fuel weight and other

factors.
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TABLE 2.1

COMPARISON OF LIFT TO DRAG (L/D) AND
THRUST TO WEIGHT (F/W) RATIOS FOR

THREE AIRCRAFT

THRUST
Max TAKEOFF CRUISE RATIOGross

AIRCRAFT Weight Mach Mach Cruise
(lO00 Ibs)i No. L/O F/W* No. L/D F/W

iml

Concorde 400 0.30 4.0 0.38 2.0 7.4 0.14 0.36 (0.42
w/o A/B)

LIOII 430 0.24 9.8 0.29 0.85 17.0 0,06 0.20

8747 775 0,24 9.0 0.25 0.85 18.5 0.05 0.22

*Takeoff _hrusc is sea level e_a_ic (SLS); cruise thrust is actual required

ne_ _hrus_.
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2.2 Noise

Current supersonic aircraft are powered with zero bypass

ratio Jet engines that have afterburning capability. When an

afterburner is used during takeoff' the Jet exit velocity is very

high, generally resulting in the highest noise levels per pound

of thrust developed by an aircraft Jet propulsion system.

Table 2.2 gives comparative noise values at a slant

distance of 1000 feet between the observer and the aircraft for

three supersonic aircraft and four subsonic civil aircraft. The

747-200 and DC-10, which have high bypass ratio engines, are

quieter than the older design aircraft, 707-320 B and 727-200, that

have low bypass ratio engines. All of the subsonic aircraft tend

to be quieter than the supersonic aircraft when compared at grossly

similar weights and thrust. The most striking example is the

_ comparison of the Concorde with the DC-10; the Concords is 22-25

dB noisier at maximum takeoff power and 13 dB noisier at approach

power,

The noise differential between Concorde and subsonic aircraft

is not limited to maximum power engine noise in the immediate

vicinity of the airport. Its noise differential extends far from

the airport, after engine power has been cut back. Figure 2-4

illustrates th noise of several aircraft measured directly under

the flight path at distances up to 85,000 feet from the beginning

of takeoff roll. If the Concorde cuts back to the engine power

appropriate to a 3% climb gradient close to the airport, its

noise under the flight path is decreased from that of full power,

but then becomes larger at greater distances from brake relaease.

For example, at 30,000 feet from brake release, Concords with a

3% climb gradient is 28 dB noisier than the DO 10-30, and at 60,000

feet it is 30 dB noisier, see table 2-3. If it does not cut back

2-8
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TABLE 2.2. COMPARISON OF TAKEOFF AND APPROACH NOISE (EPNL) FOR SELECTED
AIRCRAFT AT A 1000 FOOT SLANT RANGE.

Max
Gross TakeoffCondition

Weight Engine
(I000 No./Thrust With Max

Aircraft Ibe) (I000 Ibs) Afterburner Dry Approach Ref.

Supersonic

B-I 390 4/30.0 128 115 ;13 174

Concorde 400 4/38.5 127 124 Iii 189

SR-71 140 2/32.5 120 I13 98 174

Subsonic

707-320B 328 4/18.0 HA 115 108 16

727-200 173 3/14.5 HA itl I00 16

747-200 775 4/48 NA 108 99 16

''_'_ DCIO-10 430 3/39 NA 102 98 16

2-9
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TABLE 2.3 TAKEOFF NOISE (EPNL)DIRECTLY UNDER THE FLIGHT PATH AT 30,000 AND
60,000 FEET FROM BRAKE RELEASE AND AREA ENCLOSED BY THE 100 EPNL

CONTOUR FOR AIRCRAFT IN FIG. 2.3. (From Ref. 189)

Distance From Brake Release
m

30,000Ft 60,000Ft
Area Within

Weight AEPNL AEPNL lO0 EPNL
(lOOO EPNL Re Doncorde EPNL Re Concorde Contour

Aircraft Ibs) (dB) (_)3% (dB) (dB) (_)3% (dB) (Sq.N.Mi.)

Concorde 400 119 0 113 0 Not
((_)3%climb) Available

Concorde 400 115 - 4 105 - 8 54.3

((_)Full Power

BT07-320B 334 108 -II 99 -14 7.5

B747-200B 775 99 -20 93 -20 2.9

_. DCIO-30 520 91 -28 83 -30 1.0
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power and climbs more rapidly, it is 24 dB greater than the

DC 10-30 at 30,000 feet and 22 dB greater at 60,000 feet. At

its best, full power takeoff and maximum takeoff gross weight,

Concorde's area within the 100 EPNL contour is estimated to be

over 7 times that of a B-y07-320B and over 50 times that of a

DC-10-30. Concorde's relative noise performance during takeoff

shows the combined effects of its high velocity Jet noise, and

its low llft-drag ratio in the takeoff speed range.

In 1969 the FAA began to certify aircraft for noise under PAR

Part 36 [186]. This regulation has been amended several times to

increase its coverage, make technical improvements and reduce the

maximum allowable noise levels. Three measurements are specified:

approach, sideline, and takeoff. The measurement configuration

is illustrated in Fig. 2-5 with both the original 1969 distances

and the most recent amended metric distances. The regulation spe-
clfies maximum allowable noise levels for each location as a func-

tion of maximum gross takeoff weight, and for some locations as a

function of number of engines. The rule allows for trading of a

maximum of 3 dB among the three locations with no more than 2 dB

at a single location. Thus an aircraft that was 2 dB over at one

location, 1 dB over at a second location, and 3 or more dB under at

the third location would comply.

Examples of the maximum allowable noise levels are given in

Table 2-4 for 4-englne ai. cra_ at 3 selected maximum gross takeoff

weight. The Stage 2 Limits are the limits originally promulgated

in 1969. The Stage 3 Limits were promulgated in !977-8

The Stage 2 Limits apply to the op_va_gon of supersonic cruise

aircraft, except for the 16 Coneorde aircraft that have flight time

prior to 1980. However, there is no certification rule per se for

new design supersonic cruise aircraft. The Stage 2 Limits apply

;J
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ASSUMED POSITION OF BRAKE
RELEASE FOR TAKEOFF AND
THRESHOLD FOR LANDING

I,,,. OALM,LE//

LANDIN/

MEASUREMENT
POINT

........./ ......... _ "--. _ "O.BENAUTICALM,LE"

B,OEL,NEMEABURE_ENT _'---,,_.
TAKEOFF
MEASUREMENT
POINT

*For 4-Engine Aircraft (0.25 NM for
2- and 3-engine aircraft and for 4-
engine aircraft in stage 3)
(450 meters)

FIGURE 2-5 FAR 36 NOISE CERTIFICATIONHEASURING POINTS. (From Refs. 195.and 201)

(Note: Original nautlcal mile dtatanceB have been amended to new metric distances
e_eept for Stage 1 and 2 4-engine aircraft,)
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TABLE 2.4

COMPARISON OF FAR PART 36, STAGE 2 AND 3 NOISE STANDARDS
FOR AIRCRAFT TYPE CERTIFICATION OF 4-ENGINE AIRCPJ_F7 AT

SELECTED GROSS WEIGHTS (EPNL in dB) [186, 195]

MEASUREMENT/
FLIGHT MAXIMUM GROSS TAKEOFF WEIGHT
CONDITION STAGE DISTANCE 400,000 Ibs 600,000 Ibs 800,000 Ibs

Sideline 2 0.35 NMiles 106.8 i08.O 106.0

3 450 Meters 98.6* 100.1* 100.1*

A(2-3) 8.2 7.9 7.9

Takeoff 2** 6500 Meters 105.1 108.0 108.0

3 6500 Meters 101.6 104.O 105.6

4(2-3) 3.5 4.0 2.4

Approach 2** 2000 Meters 106.8 i08.0 i08.0

3 2000 Meters 103.5 104.9 105.0

4(2-3) 3.3 3.1 3.0

*Corrected co 0.35 nautical miles by subcracclog 1.5 d8.

**ORZGZNAL FAR PART 36 196_ had the distances for takeoff and approach at

3.5 and 1.0 nautical miles, respectively.
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to all civil airline type aircraft currently produced for use in

the United States, and in the 1980s will apply to those in air-

line use requiring, for example, retrofit to Stage 2 limits or

disposal of old aircraft not certified under FAR part 36.

The Stage 3 limits apply to subsonic aircraft for which

an application for an air worthiness certificate was made after

November 1975.

The numbers in Table 2.4 show that for 4-engine aircraft

the most significant reduction between Stage 2 and 3 limits is

about 8 dB, at the sideline locaDion. This comparison is made

at the original 0.35 n.m. distance by adjusting the Stage 3

limits by 1.5 dB to approximate the expected difference. The

reductions at the other two locations are of the order of 3 dB,

_-_ varying with aircraft weight.

The noise levels at the certification locations for Coneorde

and three subsonic aircraft are given in Table 2.5 together with

the Stage 2 and 3 levels appropriate to a 400,000 and 800,000 Ib

aircraft. To meet Stage 2 requirements, the Concorde's noise would

have to be reduced by 5-14 dB, depending on location, and to meet

Stage 3, the reductions would have to be 13-18 dB. Such an air-

craft would be 4-5 dB noisier than an L-1011 on takeof_ but be the

same on approach. Further, it would average about the same noise

levels as does the 727-200.

An 800,000 lb supersonic cruise aircraft that met the Stage 2

noise limits would be about i0 dB noisier than a B-747 on sideline i

and 1-2 dB noisier at the other 2 locations. If it were to meet

the Stage 3 limits, it would average to slightly less noise than

the B-747.
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TABLE 2.5

COMPARATIVE VALUES OF NOISE AT FAR PART 36
4-ENGINE AIRCRAFT NOISE MEASUREMENT POINTS
FOR SELECTED AIRCRAFT IN THE POST 1985 FLEET
(Prom Rafs. 186, 195, 196 and 197)

Max
Gross

Weight

AIRCRAFT 1900 Ibs Takeoff Si#el!ne* Approach

Concorde 400 119.5 112.0 I16.5

S_age 2 SST** 400 105.1 106.8 106,8

S_age 3 SST** 400 i01.6 98.5 103.5

LIOII-I 430 97.0 93.5 103.4

727-200 208 102.4 102.7 100.4

747 200B 770 107.4 97.8 106.2

S_a8e 2 SST** 800 108.O 108.0 108.0

S_age 3 SET** 800 105.6 101.1 105.0

*Sideline Dace for 3-enEine aircraft and for S_age 3, d-ensined alreraf_
corrected _o a eonstan_ reference dleta_ce of 0,35 nautical miles by
sub_raczing i.5 cl_.

**Hypo_hetloal alrcraf_ w_h assumod noise requlremen_s for comparison wi_h
o_her alrcEaf_.
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_erefore, if a'design goal of an 800,000 lb transatlantic

supersonic cruise aircraft were to be "compatibility with the

existing fleet," the B-747 would probably be an appropriate

reference aircraft, leading'to a certification goal intermediate

between Stage 2 and Stage 3 subsonic limits. However, if the de-

sign goal were to be "compatibility with other new aircraft enter-

ing service in the same time frame", say 1990, then the certifl-

cation goal for takeoff would be at Zeast 5 dB lower than Stage 3

since the L-1011 which represents the best current technology has

already achieved this result.

The problems of achieving Stage 2 certification levels for a

700,000-800,000 ib supersonic cruise aircraft are significant, but

are shown later to appear technically feasible. The solution depends

upon improved engine cycles, improved low-speed aerodynamic charac-

_ teristics, improved throttle-flap managemnt control devices, to-

gether with application of noise control technology to engine-

nacelle design. However, the difficulty in meeting Stage 3 limits

(or 5 dB better) is much greater and the probability of success

cannot be stated with any degree of certainty.

2-17
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3. TECHNOLOGY APPLICABLE TO NOISE CONTROL

The design of a supersonic cruise aircraft to accomplish a

given mission -- range, speed and payload - at an acceptable cost

involves the optimization of a large number of variable factors.

Many of these factors either directly or indirectly affect the

noise characteristics of the aircraft when it approaches or de-

Parts from an airport.

For example, improvements in mission L/D enable reductions

in engine thrust requirements and aircraft size and weight, thus

increasing the payload fraction of the total aircraft weight.

This reduction in engine size may lead directly to noise reduction,

and/or the increase in payload fraction may enable additions of

weight for noise suppression without accruing as severe a penalty

as with a lesser L/D. Improvements in low speed L/D for approach

enable a reduction in thrust during approach and a direct lower-

ing of noise. For departure, the improvement in low speed L/D

leads to the ability to climb at a higher gradient at given thrust,

decreasing the noise through a greater distance; or to lower cut-

back thrust, and hence noise, while maintaining the same climb

gradient.

Development of complex variable engine cycles that approach

optimum performance for takeoff, subsonic climb and cruise, tran-

sonic acceleration and supersonic cruise tend to reduce fuel re-

quirements and engine drag, again leading to a smaller and lighter

aircraft for the given mission. This optimization in cycle also

gives possibilities for reducing aircraft noise in the vicinity

of the airport, be0ause to optimize the subsonic engine performance

it is necessary to maximize the bypass ratio, which then enables

direct noise reduction.

._J
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Thus, the technology applicable to noise control includes

not only direct noise control technology, e.g., Jet suppressor,

duct lining and configuration, blade spacing, engine/airframe

configuration, etc., but also includes many of the fundamental

technologies applicable to the overall design, e.g., aerodynamic,

structural and propulsion. This section summarises the following

technologies as applicable to noise:

aerodynamic performance

structural design and materials

propulsion system and noise performance

propulsion system noise control

control of propulsion/flight parameters

aerodynamic (airframe) noise.

3.1 Aerodynamic Performance

The L/D for supersonic cruise for an aircraft designed today

would probably be in the vicinity of 9-10, approximately 30% bet-

ter than achieved in the Concrode.[28,40] Part of this improvement

results from improvement in wing planform, as shown by some examples

in Fig. 3.1. Part comes from more sophisticated detailing, such as

optimized camber and twist [40] and wing body aerodynamic blending

[22,118,169] illustrated in Fig. 3.2. These, and other improve-

ments resulting from aerodynamic research are often made practica-

ble by concurrent developments in materials and structural design

concepts.

The subsonic L/D for optimum supersonic cruise aircraft will

generally be less than that of optlmum subsonic aircraft because of

both the high sweep angle and the typically low aspect ratio of

the supersonic aircraft. (See, for example, Fig. 3.3.) Some

<2)
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FIG, 3.2 ADVANTAGES OF AEROOYNAMIC BLENDING. (From Ref. I18)
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FIG. 3.4 WINGSPAN EXTENSION. (From Ref. 118)
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improvement is possible by extending the wingspan to a maximum

value consistent with the basic wlng planform as illustrated in

Fig. 3.4. However, such extensions may lead to complex structural

and flutter problems.

One of the most promising ways of improving the low-speed

subsonic performance near the aircraft is the development of

variable contour leading edge flaps. A design such as that shown

in Fig. 3.5 achieves an increase in wing camber, hence llft, at

a constant angle of incidence. It also enables an increase in

leading edge radius, from the fairly sharp entry optimum for super-

sonic flight at low angles of incidence to a more blunt edge

which is less susceptible to separation at the higher angles of

incidence required for low speed flight.

The degree of improvements for two designs are illustrated

in Fig. 3.6. The results indicate a potential low speed L/D of

about l'0 with optimized leading edge flaps, This is a signlfican$

improvement over Concorde which has an L/D of 4 during takeoff, f28]

The potential for noise reduction rela$ive to Coneorde is very

significant, since the change from about Z to i0 for the delta

wing example of Fig. 3.6 represents a potential reduction of l0

dB under the _akeoff flight path. IllS]

There are other possible improvements for the takeoff and

low speed flight regimes currently under study. These include:

• extendable wing tips with active controls to improve

aspect ratio; [123]

• variable geometry landing gear and center of gravity

management with active controls to improve llft coeffi-

cient at takeoff; [118]

• control surface refinements;

,.j
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• boundary layer control over flaps;

o upper surface blowing for increased lift [33,118], and possi-

ble installation of engine above the wing [170].

It is clear that the results demonstrated above offer signiflcant

improvement in noise for a future design supersonic cruise aircraft

relative to Concorde and the former U.S. SST, the B-2707.

f-'l

Footnote: For additional informationsee references 3,7,9,11,13,21,33,41,.
47,64,14S,144,145_146,151,163and 171.
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MECHANICAL CONCEPT TO
Ir,_PROVEL_A_,NG._DG_S.APE FIG. 3.5 LEADING-EDGE DESIGN
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FIG. 3.6 EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE FLAP DESIGN (CLIMB OUT).
(From Ref. 118)
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3.2 Structural Designs and Materials

The technology for designing aircraft structure has advanced

significantly with the development of finite element modeling

techniques that utilize large high-speed computers. The analysis

process, including static and dynamic loads with consideration of

static strength, fatigue and flutter can now be accomplished in a

week, 5-10% of the time formerly required. [40]

An example of a finite element model for an arrow wing super-

sonic cruise aircraft is given in Fig. 3.7. The aircraft is a

Boeing derivative of the NACA SCAT 15F series that was designed for

a maximum takeoff gross weight of 750,000 lbs., a payload of 49,000

lbs. (230 passengers) and a cruise mach of 2.7.

Table 3.1 compares two independent weight estimates for this

aircraft; one by Boeing [19,20] which assumes 1975 materials tech-

nology, the other by Lockheed [168] which assumes 1980 technology.

The 1980 technology structural weight is estimated to be about 9%

less than that representing 1975 technology. In the example, the

resulting weight gain was translated into increased fuel weight

and a 200 mile, or 5%, increase in range.

Some of the weight savings of 1975 technology relative to

earlier designs result from the use of these finite element pro-

grams which enable optimization of weight and strength throughout

bhe structure. Additional savings are possible through improved

methods of defining aerodynamic loads, both steady-state pressure

distribution and nonsteady pressure fluctuations due to turbulence

[35]. Further, potential exists by reducing landing and runway

loads, using hydraulic actuators to provide active control for

the landing gear. [40]
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TABLE 3.l WEIGHT ESTIMATES FOR 750,000 LB., 230 PASSENGER,
MACH 2.7 NASA ARROW-WING SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT.
(From Ref. 34)

ARROW-WING GROUP MASS STATEMENT IN Ibm.

I ELEMENT Boeing (1975 Technology)i) Lockheed (1980 Technology)

Weiqht _Ibs) % GTOW (iWeiqht llbs) % GTON

s=ruc=ure 224,400 29.9 201,300 26.8

Wlng 95,800 90,600

Horlzon_al =all 6,500 7,900

Vet=teal =all 5,800 5,400

Fuselage 56,100 II 42,000

Ma£n gear 37,3C0 27,400

Nose 8ear 3,BOO 3,000

_ Nacelle 19,100 24,900

Propulsion 56,800 7.6 5B,100 7.B

Sys=ems 77,100 10.3" 54,400 7.2

OEW 358,300 47.8 313,800 41.8

Payload (held
cons=ant) 49,000 6.5 49,000 6.5

Fuel 342,700* 49.7 I 387,2002 51.7 "I

GTOW (held 750,000 i00 j 750.000 i00

eonstan=)

IRange of 4000 n.ml. 2Range of 4200 n.ml.

._j
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The principal factor for the improvement in the weight

of 1980 technology relative to that of 1975 technology in Table

3.1 results from the increased use of composite materials. [34,35,60]

Figure 3.8 illustrates some of the advanced structural concepts

for the 1980 technology study, and figure 3.9 illustrates weight

savings which can be achieved with composites. Some of these com-

posites were developed in the B-1 program [169], as illustrated

in figure 3.10. Another promising development of the B-1 program

[169] is a diffusion process for bonding titanium to fabricate struc-

tural assemblies which have weight, strength, fatigue and cost ad-

vantages for many parts such as those illustrated in figure 3.11.

The combination of improved design analysis computational

methods for both loads and structure, active control devices to

reduce loads, and increased utilization of advanced composite

_. structures could result in an 8-10% reduction in operating empty

weight. [40] These potential weight reductions can be translated

into increases in range and/or payload; or for the same range and

payload provide weight margins for the addition of noise control

devices and/or margins for the reduction of engine thrust and size

requrements.
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3.3 Propulsion System Performance and Noise

The optimization of an engine for a supersonic cruise air-

craft involves the complex balancing of many factors, some of

which are in conflict. These factors include engine weight

and size, subsonic and supersonic specific fuel consumption, and

takeoff and landing noise. The design thrust depends on reequire-

ments for takeoff field length, noise, climb and transonic accel-

eration, and supersonic cruise. Considerable progress has been

made in the SCAR program, [204,205,211], primarily through studies by

Pratt and Whitney [68,69,167] and General Electric [4,5,179] to-

wards developing new advanced engine concepts that begin to opti-

mize the various requirements. These new concepts are generally

based on 1980-1990 technology for design certification in the

early 1990's. Existing engines based on 1965-1975 technology

are more limited.

The Rolls Royce Olympus engine [28-30] which powers the

Concorde is a very advanced design sSra!ght turbojet with after-

burner. Its thrust is sized for supersonic cruise without after-

burner, and the afterburner is used to provide the additional

thrust required for transonic acceleration and takeoff. The

U.S. SST prototype B-2707 aircraft was at one time designed to

use the GE-4-J5 series afterburning turbojet engine. It too

utilized afterburner for both takeoff and transonic acceleration,

and, in addition, required partial afterburner during supersonic

cruise. In the last year of the protytype program, the engine

was resized so that the B-2707 could achieve FAR 36 Stage 2 noise

limits with 8-12 dB noise suppression. To decrease the Jet

velocity (noise) the engine airflow was increased from 633 to

890 lbs/second, and the afterburner was eliminated. [129,151]

(See Table 3.2 for other comparisons among these engines.)

Footnote: _ additional Information on engines see references 2,10,23,52,
150,182,183,208and 210.
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TABLE 3.2

COMPARISON OF SELECTED CONVENTIONAL
TURBOJET ENGINES FOR SUPERSONIC CRUISE

AIRCRAFT

General ,General

FACTOR Rolls Royce Electric Electric
Olympus GE4J5 GE4J6H

S_agus In Service Prototype Sealed "paper"
Tested engine

Application Coaeorde Boeing B2707 Boeing B2707-300

Cycle Afterburning Afterburnlng Turbojet
Turbojet Turbojet

Mass flow SLS(ibs/sec) 425 633 890

Thrust SLS (ibs) 3B,200 70,000 73,900

Welgh_ (ibs) 6,750 13,243 17,670 approx.

,-_ SFC Subsonic Cruise 0.93 1.08 NA

(Ibs/hr/ib F) @ M.85 @ M.9 --

SFC Supersonic Cruise 1.19 1.44 NA

(ibs/hr/ib F) @ M2.0 @ M.262

Turbine Inle= Tem_ (oF) 2236 2300 2520

References 28 129,147 5_129 :
i
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The weight increase, occuring with the change from the J-5

to the J6H, was approximately 18,000 lbs for the four engines. This

translated into weight increase for the B2707 aircraft of many times

18_O00 lbs, so that its range and payload could be maintained, al-

beit at greater cost. Later it was stated that the availability

of a variable cycle engine would have enabled a weight reduction

equivalent to the entire payload. [178] Such an engine would

combine the following idealized characteristics:

For Takeoff: high mass flow for low Jet velocity and

hence low noise, providing the thrust required for

the field length objective,

For subsonic cruise: higher mass flow to attain lower

SFC's associated with turbofan engines,

For supersonic cruise: operation as a straight turbojet

'_ low bypass turbofan designed to minimize spillage, by-

pass and boat tail drag.

These characteristics would lead to minimum Jet noise while opera-

ting near an airport and near minimum fuel consuption when opti-

mized for a mission containing both subsonic and supersonic re-

quirements.

In the early 1970's jet model tests indicated that noise

reduction was possible with a co-annular exhaust nozzle in which

the outer flow had a greater velocity than the inner flow. A

full-scale test was made in the Ames Wind Tunnel using a modified

JTSD engine with an air inverter which ducted the fan bypass

flow towards the center and the hot flow towards the periphery of

the engine. These tests demonstrated the ability to increase the

mass flow up to 70_, varying the bypass ratio from 1.1 to 3.5,

and reducing the noise by 4 dB IllS, 126], as shown in figures

3.12 and 3.13.
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FIG, 3.13 INVERTED FLOWTEST RESULTS FOR FULL-SCALE JTSD.
(From Ref. 118)
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Several programs (see, for example, Eels. 61,71,128,131 and 155)

developed an experimental basis for predicting the magnitude of the

co-annular effect. The potential range of the noise reduction

relative to a conical nozzle is on the order of 3-7 PNdB for a

range of possible configurations, as illustrated in figure 3.14.

Higher reductions are often quoted, but their reference condition

is the old SAE prediction method of synthesis [1Z3 (1965)] in

which the noise of the inner and outer flows were computed sepa-

rately on the basis Of equivalent area conical nozzles and then

summed. This method tended to over-predict the noise of all co-

annular flows, as well as over-predicting the noise of a single

conical nozzle having the same thrust and mass flow as does the

co-annular nozzle. Consequently, noise reductions based on

"synthesis" yield higher values than those based on an equivalent

single conical nozzle as may be seen in comparing figures 3.14

and 3.15.

The fundamental mechanism of the co-annular nozzle noise

reduction is the rapid mixing accomplished by the higher speed

outer flow, much as in the case of the daisy multilobe noise

suppressors [43]. Because of this mixing, the axial velocity

decays rapidly with axial distance, and the low and medium fre-

quency noise generated in the major portion of the Jet flow

(axial distances greater than 2 diameters) is much less. Model

data comparing the axial velocity as a function of axial distance

for several configurations is shown in figure 3.16. Because the

flow is inverted, e.g., the high speed primary is in the outer

annulus, the equivalent downstream Jet is probably slower than

it would be if the flow were not inverted and the noise genera-

tien correspondingly lower than in a conventional bypass engine

with the sane area and velocity rations [43].
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The "coannular noise reduction effect" was subsequently

utilized in the design of several types of variable cycle engines

(VCE) which were intended to explore the possibility of meeting the

objectives stated above, using advanced technology variable geometry

components and materials with turbine inlet temperatures of 2800°F.

Two concepts of VCE's which can utilize the coannular effect

are illustrated in figures 3. 17 and 3.18 The duct burning tur-

bofan heats the outer fan flow with a duct burner to provide

additional thrust and control the relative velocity of the two

streams. The double bypass variable cycle engine uses flow invert-

ing passages to direct the slower stream to the center.

The General Electric engine [5,129] is termed a double by-

pass engine because the fan is separated into two blocks with an

outer bypass between the blades and the normal bypass after

,f-h the second block [129]. This arrangement, together with variable
inlet guide vanes and overspeeding the front fan, enables the

engine to have increased airflow (high flow) through the oversized

front fan block and auxiliary inlet to meet takeoff thrust and

noise requirements without oversizing the entire engine. The

detailed sectiom of this engine in figure 3. 19 illustrates two

variable area bypass injectors (VABI). The forward VABi has

partial control of the amount of air in the primary stream rela-

tive to the bypass stream. This control is used to achieve the

desired thrust-veloclty-nolse relationship during takeoff, optimize

engine SFC during subsonic cruise, and provide maximum air during

transonic accelleration and supersonic cruise. The rear VABI

allows independent variations off high and low pressure rotor

speeds, and together with the forward VABZ, varies the MACH

number in the stream to the correct value for the mass flow and
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FIG. 3. 17 PRATT AND WHITNEY LOW-BYPASS TURBOFAN CONCEPT --
DUCT-BURNING TURBOFAN (from Ref. 62).
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FIG. 3. 18 GENERAL ELECTRIC LOW-BYPASS TURBOFAN CONCEPT -
DOUBLE-BYPASS, VARIABLE-CYCLE ENGINE (From Ref. 62).
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total pressure to obtain the required pressure balance for mixing

the flows. The variable area low pressure turbine increases

flexibility in variation of shaft speeds and accommodates the

large varieties in power required by the forward fan block. An

augmenter is provided for transonic acceleration and climb.

Parametric analysis of a wide range of double bypass VCE's

were accomplished [5] using the 1973 NASA reference advance super-

sonic technology aircraft [134] and the mission profile illustra-

ted in Fig. 3.20. Figure 3.21 shows the variation of range and

noise which results from "high flowing." (The percentage of high

flowing is defined relative to 100% RPM for the front fan with

the nominal inlet area without auxiliary inlet.) The presumed

coannular noise reduction effect was the only suppression assumed.

" For this example, the range is maximum for an engine with

F_,_ approximately 700 Ibs/second airflow which is well matched to

the supersonle cruise requirement. As air flow is increased by

increasing engine size (and weight) to 900 lbs/second, the range

decreases -- in the supersonic mission from about 4050 NM to 3900

nautical miles, and in the mixed mission from about 3960 to 3730

NM. If the increased airflow is obtained by hlgh-flowing the en-

gine, the loss in range is much lower, because the weight increase

is less, the airflow during supersonic cruise is better matched

to the thrust requirement, and the SFC in subsonic cruise is

better.

An approximate scale of sideline noise level relative to FAR

Part 36, Stage 2 requirements is also shown on Figure 3.21. It

ranges between 4 dB greater than the limit at 900 Ibe/second

to ! dB less than the limit at 1170 Ibs/second. For a given noise

limit, and, hence in this analysis a given airflow, the increase
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FIG. 3.20 MISSION A PROFILE FOR AST I973 REFERENCE AIRCRAFT, TOGW 762,000 LBS
MACH 2.4, MISSION B PROFILE IS SIMILAR EXCEPT FOR THE INCLUSION OF
A 600 N.M. SUBSONIC LEG AND A REDUCTION OF SUPERSONIC CRUISE.
(From Ref. 5)





of range with percentage high-flow is significant, particularly

in the mixed mission. Also, for a constant core size, the reduc-

tion of noise as a function of high-flow is significant with little

range loss, e.g. 5 dB in the example shown for a change In percent

high-flow from 0 to 30 and a range loss of about 3%. Table 3.3

gives some sypical values of engine parameters for the mixed

mission.

TABLE 3.3

EXAMPLE FROM FAN HIGH-FLOW STUDY FOR MI×ED MISSION 8
(From Ref. 5)

% Fan Hlgh-Flow

Engine Performance ....
10% 20% 30%

Factors, a_ RoCaEion . .

Airflow W_ (ib/sec) 990 1080 1170

primary Wje _ ho_(Ib/sec) 806 690 637

Primary Vie t hot(ft/sec) 2460 2420 2430

Secondary Wje t cold(Ib/sec) 194 405 541

Secondary Vie _ cold(£_/sec) 1570 1530 1510

Velocity ratio Vj cold/Vj hot 0.64 0.63 0.62

Air Flow Ra_ie Wj cold/Wj hot 0.24 0.59 0.85

Installed Thrust (ibf) 57,250 56,860 57,500

Noise Level Relative to FAR 36 +1.5 dB 0 -i.0 d3
Stage 2

RzLnEe (rim.t) 3700 3670 3610

D
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Pratt and Whitney carried three engines into the Phase 3

SCAR engine concept study. [69] They are the Variable Stream

Control Engine (VSCE-502B), the Rear Valve Cycle Engine (VCE-112C)

and a non-augmented Low Bypass Turbojet (LBE-430). The first two

of the above are variable cycle engines, the third is a reference

engine with the same level of technology.

The VSCE 502B, [70] illustrated in Fig. 3.22 contains a

variable geometry fan and compressor and both a primary and duct

burner. The fan is driven by the low pressure turbine and

the compressor by the high pressure burbine, both turbines driven

by the primary flow. Its capability to independently vary the

temperature and velocity of the bypass and primary streams is

used to maximise the "coannular noise reduction effect" during take-

o_ and nearly match optimum flew conditions for subsonic and

,,-- supersonic cruise requirements (see Fig. 3.23 for nozzle velocity

profiles for various conditions).

The rear valve engine [70] differs from the VSCE in that the

low pressure turbine which drives the variable geometry fan is

split into two sections; the rear section being driven by either

the heated bypass duct flow when the rear valve is inverted, or by

the mixed flow when the rear valve is in the mixing position. Thus

this engine is capable of two distinct cycles, a "twin turbojet"

mode and a "turbofan" mode as depicted in Fig. 3.24. For takeoff

it is operated in the "twin turbojet" mode with the primary burner

and peripheral exhaust stream at maximum temperature and the duct

burner at intermediate temperature to control the inner exhaust

stream. However, because the peripheral airflow for this rear

valve engine is a smaller percentage of the total, as compared to

the VSCE 502B in Fig. 3.25, the "ceannular noise reduction

effect" is much lower than that estimated for the VSCE 502B.
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The specific fuel consumption of these three engines is com-

pared in figures 3.2 6 and 3.2 7 for supersonic and subsonic cruise,

respectfully. _e low bypass turbojet is slightly better than

the variable .cycle engines for supersonic cruise and slightly

worse for subsonic cruise; and the VSCE-SO2B is slightly better

than the VCE I12C for both conditions. Figures 3.28-3.31 illus-

trate the'range potential for these engines as a function of the

sideline noise relative to the FAR Part 36 Stage 2 noise limits

for the missions described in Figure 3.20 and for two values of

thrust to weight ratio. These range results are probably not

directly quantltatlvely comparable with those of figure 3.18

because assumptions and prediction methodology probably vary be-

tween the two studies. However, the basic trends are similar;

increasing range with increasing sideline noise on takeoff.

,_ _ne VSCE Study [69] also showed that approximately 4 dB

additional reduction could be obtained by high-flowlng an oversized

fan and inlet. This reduction is the same as that found by General

Electric for an engine of similar size shown in the curve labeled

"example of approximate constant core size" in Figure 3.21

It is clear from these parametric studies that variable cycle

engines with advanced technology appropriate to certification in

the early 1990's offer improved performance relative to current

technology turbojets, as well as the advanced technology LEE, in

terms of both aircraft range and takeoff noise [65]. The range improve-

ment comes from a more efficient matching of airflow and fuel flow

to the various thrust requirements for the engine. This improve-

ment in range is more significant in the mixed mission B than in

the all-supersonlc mission A because the varlable-cycle engine's

improved subsonic SFC gives a greater range potential. The im-

proved noise performance of the VCE is dependent upon its ability
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to take advantage of the "coannular effect" together with its

ability to have a higher airflow (hence less noise per lb. of

thrust) for no significant weight penalty.

3.4 Propulsion System Noise Control

Propulsion system noise is generated by many sources, inclu-

ding: Jet mixing, turbulence-shock-interaction, combustion, fan

(both forward and aft radiation) and turbine. The fan and turbine

generate noise comprised largely of a series of discrete tones;

the other sources generate noise that has primarily broad band

random noise spectra. The Jet mixing and shock turbulence inter-

action occur in the flow behind the engine and are determined by

flow parameters and nozzle geometry. The other sources are inside

the engine and can be controlled by a combination of design for

minimum noise generation and application of sound attenuation

technology.

For engines considered for supersonic cruise, noise from jet

mixing and shock turbulence interaction generally dominates during

takeoff, whereas a more complex combination of propulsion sources, as

well as airframe noise, are important for the noise at the lower

power settings associated with landing.

Prediction of the noise during aircraft operations is a very

sophisticated, but inexact, art. ,There are a wide range of methods

used in industry both in the U.S. and abroad as illustrated in

Table 3.4, An example developed by an ICAO subcommittee on SST

noise prediction methods [106] of the variation of results amongst

these methods is given in Table 3.5. This example is for 100%

power where Jet and shock noise dominate. Greater variation in

the total EPNL occurs at part power where the greater variability

of prediction of the other sources has more effect on the total

noise, see Table 3.6. The "reference - modified strawman"
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TABLE 3.4

PREDICTION HETtlODS USED BY MEMBER STATES AND INDUSTRY FOR SST EVALUATION
(From Reference I06)
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certification purposes.

(11) For forward speed effects on sot|rces other than JeC x.lxlng a 4th power Doppler
smpllfleatlon is used generally.



TABLE 3.5

EXAHPLE OF APPLICATION OF VARIOUS PREDICTION METHODS TO
AN SST TYPE ENGINE AT 100% POWER• (From Ref. 106)

F_IEEFIELI)PREDICTIONS

: REVIEW OF SST TRIAL ENGINE 15A'_IO'I* 70'1,1311 ChArl; |1=.
CA5E..1..°9...."1,,POWERAT..!...°_......|IAllilude =

ORGAN|SAnON PEAl( PNL el ,SOURCE.
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TABLE 3.6

SUMMARY OF APPLICATION OF VARIOUS PREDICTION METHODS to

AN SST TYPE ENGINE AT VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS. (From Ref. 106)
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prediction procedure [106] together with the current SAE pro-

cedure [173] appear to represent the current consensus for pre-

dicting propulsion system noise for supersonic engines.

The primary noise condition of concern for SST design is takeoff,
I

because it is generally considered that the noise control potential

for noise during landing is sufficient for FAR 36 Stage 2 requirements,

and the control potential probably is sufficient for Stage 3

requirements as well. The variable inlet geometry required for

supersonic flight offers potential of using a near sonic throat [59]

to reduce all forward radiated fan noise during landing, and the

sophisticated aircraft control system enables optimization of a

decelerating approach, as has been proved to be effective by the

Concorde [190]. Airframe noise which provides a threshold during

landing is discussed later, as is the relative noise at the side-

/-_ line and takeoff noise measurement 16cations which are affected

by how the aircraft is operated.

The amount of noise generated in the _et flow, as well as its

frequency and directional characteristics is primarily a function

of nozzle geometry in combination with the spatial distribution of

flow (pressure, temperature and velocity) in or near the effective

nozzle plane. In the development of new engine concepts, pre-

viously discussed, nolse control was considered and integrated in

the selection of engine cycle, bypass ratio, flow inversion, stream

velocities for coannular effect, fan high flow for takeoff, etc.;

all together with cruise and climb performance requirements.

If additional noise reduction is required for the design, it may be

obtained by altering nozzle geometry, i.e., a noise suppressor

with or without an acoustically treated exhaust ejector, or by

resizing the engine to attain the required thrust with Higher

airflow and lower combustion temperatures, thus reducing exit

Footnote: For additional information on noise generation, see references 1,12.
) 24,27,32,36,45,55,56,57,58,66,124,127,130,132,133,135,138,140,141,

"_ 142,148,149,156,157,158,159,169,175,176,180 and 181.
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velocity. These ewe techniques have been applied in integrated

alrframe-propulsion studies to the various candidate engine fami-

lies developed in the SCAR program for the purpose of studying the

tradeoffs between various performance parameters, such as noise

and range. (See Section 4.) Additionally, up to 3 dB reduction

can be attained by configuring the aircraft so that the engines

are over the wing; or, as in the case of the Lockheed study [!lO,

212], in an over under configuration, so that the lower Jet shields

(or refracts the noise of the upper Jet from observers under the

aircraft.

Noise suppressors for turbojet engines were developed in the

1950's. The early B-707s had the circular conical nozzle replaced

with 21 smaller tubes; the early DC-8 had a multilobed daisy

nozzle with retractable ejector. These suppressors effectively

spread the Jetstream over a larger circular area, reducing its

downstream velocity and low and middle frequency noise, but In-

creasing slightly its high frequency noise generated by the initial

mixing of the smaller Jets on the periphery of the flow [43]. The

thrust losses with the better early suppressors were typically of

the order of I% per FNdB.

Little improvement in technology occurred until the late 1960's

when Boeing and General Electric attempted to reduce the noise of

the afterburning GE4J5 engine which was developed for the B2707

SST. Considerable progress was made, both in maximization of sup-

pression and in minimization of thrust losses through better

base ventilation. This work was continued after the cancellation

of the U.S. SST program with development of hardware that could

he tested in flight, and led to a major FAA program with General

Electric to investigate almost all aspects of high velocity

Jet noise suppression [119].
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The performance of a suppressor is affected by the nozzle

flow conditions, pressure ratio and velocity, and by the flight

conditions. _Igure 3.32 illustrates the effect of flight speed

on the suppression characteristics of several model nozzles

evaluated in the Ames 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel, and includes two

B727 flight test points. In all of these test configurations

the suppression decreases with an increase in forward velocity,

as found for the Concorde spade suppressors [63].

Figure 3.33 illustrates the suppression characteristics of

a 32 spoke-plug and a 12 chute-plug nozzle over a range of Jet

velocities, both static and in low speed flight. In both cases,

the suppression increases with Jet velocity tending to reach a

maximum at the nozzle design condition. For these examples, the

peak PNL tends to decrease in flight relative to its static

condition. The installed gross thrust coefficient for the 12

_'-_ chute-plug nozzle was about 0.93 when measured statically, and

0.89-0.92 when in flight at nozzle pressure ratios in excess of

2.0. The installed gross thrust coefficient for the 32 spoke

nozzle was approximately 0.89-0.92 statically, and 0.81-0.84 in

flight at nozzle pressure ratios over 2.0 [24].

Examples of suppressor configurations studied in the FAA

high velocity Jet noise suppression program [119] are illustrated

in figures 3.34 and 3.35. Simulated flight data for a 40 shallow

chute dual stream suppressor and a 32 chute single stream sup-

pressor are given in figure 3.36. The noise reduction in the

forward quadRa/It is thought to result from the suppression

of shock noise as illustrated in figure 3.37a. The EPNL sup-

pression for the 32 chute single stream suppressor is estimated

to be 10 EPNdB for a weight penalty of approximately 1150 lbs, and

a thrust loss of 6% (see Fig. 3.3Zb). For the 40 shallow chute

coannular plug nozzle the reduction is 8.5 EPNdB for a weight

._J
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a) SUPPRESSOR CONFIGURATION TYPES INVESTIGATE D
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FIG. 3.34 SUPPRESSOR CONFIGURATIONS AND GEOMETRICS IN

__) FAA-GE PROGRAM. (From Ref. I19)
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penalty of approximately 550 !bs and a thrust loss of 8_. The

factors influencing the thrust loss for a typical chute suppressor

the shown in Fig. 3.38a and for the base pressure losses of a tube

suppressor in Pig. 3.38b.

This FAA progmam has not only Investigated systematically

a large range of designs for suppressors, but has also developed

more sophisticated analytical methods for predicting their

performances. One example of predicting the detailed noise per-

formance of a 104 tube suppressor in flight is illustrated in

figure 3.39. The agreement is very close. The comparison of

measured and predicted In-flight EPNL over a variety of suppressor

types is illustrated in figure 3.40. The data have a correla-

tion coefficient of 0.98, 80% confidence of prediction within ±

2.1 EPNdB, 95% confidence of prediction within z 3.2 EPNdB.

Table 3.7, prepared for ICA0 CAN Working Group E [102],

summarizes the suppression characterlstlcs of several types of

suppressors applicable to the hlgh Jet velocities applicable to

engines for supersonic cruise aircraft. Configurations such as

the 32 chute-plug and the 57 tube treated ejector are shown to

give static suppression of 12 and 15 dB, respectively, with less

than 1/2% thrust loss (flight) per dB suppression (static).

For these data, the amount of flight suppression tends to be

equal or less than the amount of static suppression, as illus-

trated in figure 3.41, with some of the multl-tube suppressors

showing maximum promise of good flight performance. As might be

anticipated, the number of PNdB reduction (static) per % thrust

loss (static) is highly variable, varying from 5:1 to 0.5:1

in the data illustrated on figure 3.42 Even greater variability

can be found in comparing the number of PNdB reduction in flight

with the thrust loss in flight as illustrated in figure 3.43.
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TABLE 3.7 NOISE SUPPRESSION/AERO PERFORMANCE POST SST STATUS

(From Ref. I02) SHOWING TYPICAL SIDELINE APNL'S RE CONICAL

STATIC AND THRUST COEFFICIENT (CFg) @ Va/c = 240 KNOTS

MASS AVERAGED aPNL APNL/AC F
SUPPRESSOR TYPE VELOCITY, fps (Static) (Flight) g

Turbojet/Mixed Flow Turbofan
Single Flow

8 Lobe Daisy -2200 - 5.7 - .9

32 Chute/Plug -2500_ 2550 -12.0 - .4

48 Spoke/Plug ~2500_ 2550 -16.0 - .8

57 Tube/TEea_ed Ejector -2500 _2550 "15.8 -2.2

85 Tube/Trea_ed Ejector ~2500 _ 2550 "20.8 -1.2

104 Tube -2200 -13.2 -1.1

Annular Plu_/Hish Radius -24C0 - 2.0 -3.3

r._x Ra_io

Low Bypass/Du_l Flow

Coannular Nozzle wi_h Plug -2200 "5 - 6 -2.9
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These data summaries illustrate that there have been many

suppressors designed that have exhibited a wide range of perform-

ance characteristics with regard to both noise and thrust in

both flight and static conditions. Some have very useful charac-

teristics; others are unsatisfactory in one or more aspects.

Although many of the devices tested were undoubtedly designed to

explo_e the range of individual parameter variations, there

have been many designs which were thought to be promising for noise

suppression which have failed in flight noise suppression per-

formance. As a result, test facilities, free Jet, aerotrain,

flight test bed and wind tunnel, have been developed for use in

testing suppressor performance. The use of these facilities,

together with the advanced prediction methodologies developed in

the FAA program [llg] and elsewhere, should enable the design for

supersonic cruise aircraft of practical suppressors in the 8-12

EPNdB reduction range at modest thrust penalties.

Foozno=e: For addi=ioual information on suppression see referencms 26,37,
38,44,125,139 and 166.
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3.5 Control of Propulsion/Flight Parameters

A supersonic cruise aircraft is expected to have a very

sophisticated computer flight control system which may be pro-

grammed to continuously vary both aircraft and engine controls

during landing and takeoff. Consequently, it is anticipated that

both engine thrust and aircraft control surfaces can be managed

to achieve a variety of flight conditions which would not be

conceivably under manual control within the normal cockpit workload

limitations.

Figure 3.44a illustrates a Boeing concept IllS] of the range

of possibilities that deviate from existing FAR 36 rules. The

range of tradeoffs for this example indicate as much as 9 EPNdB

reduction of community noise when controls are used to minimize

community noise, or a 4 EPNdB reduction in both sideline community

_ noise when controls are used to minimize sideline noise.

If the aircraft engine is oversized for noise or other flight

conditions, a programmed thrust-reduction during takeoff will

enable the aircraft to use maximum thrust when ground attenuation

is high, and decreased thrust after becoming airborne. Figure

3.45 illustrates the potential of this technique on a Lockheed

study aircraft [121]. The results in this example are a 2.7

EPNdB reduction in sideline, 0.7 EPNdB reduction in community

noise for a 1.8 dB reduction in traded noise.

The acoustic considerations used by Pratt and Whitney [69]

in developing optimized programmed thrust during takeoff are

illustrated in Fig. 3.46. When the aircraft is on the runway

the combination of shielding and excess ground attenuation is

estimated to be 13 PNdB at the sideline distance. The excess ground

attenuation reduces with altitude, becoming zero PNdB at 600 ft

.J
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a) Advanced Takeoff Systems and Procedures

Sy_-'TEMI
PROCEDURE APPLICATION PURPOSE ADVANTAGES
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a) Takeoff Thrust Comparison
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FIG, 3.45 COMPARISON OF FIXED AND PROGRAHEO THROTTLE AND NOISE
LEVELS WITH CL1611-I AIRCRAFT AND VSCE516 ENGINE.

/""_ (From Ref. 12l)
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(From Ref. 69)
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altitude. For higher altitudes the combined effect of shielding

and increased distance is estimated to provide approximately

5 PNdB reduction.

The range of throttle schedules investigated for two examples

of programed throttle is compared with constant throttle in Fig-

ure 3.47, together with the sideline noise estimates for each

example. For the constant throttle case, the thrust weight ratio

(Fn/TOGW) required for the field length of 10,500 ft is 0.275

prior to cutback where it is reduced to 0.20. For the progrsmed

throttle cases, the entire available Fn/TOGW of 0.B28 is utilized

for _he ground roll, and is reduced consistent with sideline noise

requirements as the aircraft gains altitude. Because of the

higher thrust during ground roll, the aircraft can attain a higher

velocity with its associated improvement in L/D such that the

F-_ cutback thrus't weight ratio can be 0.17, less than that possible
in the constant throttle case.

Examples of climb profiles with programed throttles are com-

pared with the constant throttle case in Pig. 3._8. In this exam-

ple the engine is sized (mass flow 780 Ibs/see) to achieve with

constant throttle 108 EPNdB at both sideline and community (108/108).

The possible tradeoffs between community and sideline noise are

illustrated in Fig. 3.48. Throttle schedule B enables achievement

of a 5 EPNdB reduction at the community measurement point when

holding 108 EPNdB along the sideline. Throttle schedule C keeps

both community and sideline levels equal, but 3.5 dB less than

the 108 associated with the constant throttle schedule A. The

range loss estimated for throttle schedule C is approximately

40 nautical miles (approximately 1%), as illustrated in

Fig. 3.50.
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FIG. 3.47 TYPICAL THROTTLE SCHEDULES FOR THE VSCE-BO2B FOR CONSTANT SIDELINE

NOISE. (From Ref. 69)
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FIG. 3.48 CLIMB PATHS WITH TYPICAL PROGRAMMED THROTTLE SCHEDULES.
_'_ (From Ref. 69)
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FIG. 3.49 COMMUNITY/SIDELINE NOISE TRADES. (From Ref. 69)
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FIG. 3.50 EFFECT OF PROGRAMMED THROTTLE SCHEDULE ON RANGE/NOISE
LEVEL TRADES. (From Ref. 69)
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Thrust management can be used to increase range for con-

stant noise as well as reducing both range and noise, as shown

in a tradeoff study on the GE dual bypass engine [5]. Table

3.8 illustrates the potential, for increasing range by reducing

engine size (airflow) and weight, keeping sideline noise con-

stant at llO EPNdB through application of programed throttles.

In this example the increase in _et velocity, required for con-

stant thrust at takeoff with smaller engines, results in both

lower altitude and higher Jet velocities at cutback. Consequently,

the noise over the community is higher during climbout after cut-

back resulting in larger footprint areas, yet still meeting the

same certification requirements.

/
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TABLE 3.8 NOISE CIIARACTERISTICS FOR ENGINE SIZED FOR TAKEOFF (From Ref. 5)

Effects of Varying Exhaust Jet Velocity and Varying
, _nount of Thrust Hana_eme.t

Exhaust Jet Velocity,

Vj - ft/scc 2442 2500 2550 2600

Airflow for 61400 ibf

7.0 Thrust - ib/eec 1164 1077 1029 994

Peak Sideline Noise
(Constant throttle cllmbout) EPNL dB II0.O ii0.7 111.5 112.6

Peak Sideline Noise

(Power Management) EPNL dB II0.0 110.0 ll0.0 IIO.0

ARange (Mission A) N.ml. (base) +150 +200 +220

ARange (Mission B) N.mi. (base) +180 +230 +270

w
I Estimated Altitude at
o_
o_ Community Point, ft. 1870 1843 1782 i_16

Estimated Community Noise
(Cutback Thrust) EPNL dB 101.9 102.8 103.6 104.3

Traded Noise EPNL dB 108.0 108.0 108.0 108.0



3.6 Aerodynamic (Airframe) Noise

The turbulence created by the aerodynamic flow of air over

an aircraft and the wakes beyond the aircraft structure radiate

noise often referred to as airframe noise. The absolute mag-

nitude of the total airframe noise radiated is approximately the

same during both takeoff and landingj the noise increase due to

the higher speed during takeoff approximately offset by the noise

radiated from the landing gear, doors and wheel wells during

landing. However, since the propulsion system noise is much

greater during takeoff than during landing, airframe noise is of

importance only in landing.

Some of the sources of airframe noise are illustrated in

Fig. 3.51, and a comparison of measured and calculated noise

for two configurations of the B747 is shown in Fig. 3.52. For

f" this case, the extension of landing gear adds about 3 dB to the

broadband noise of the aircraft with only flaps down. The com-

parison between FAA prediction and measurement [48] seems rela-

tively good for this case.

The basic prediction method [48] is based on summing the

noise of the clean airframe together with the noise generated by

individual components, e.g., flaps, spoilers, landing gear, etc.

The noise of the clean airframe follows the fifth power of velo-

city for a wide variety of aircraft types as shown in Fig. 3.53.

In these data the clean F-106 delta wing fighter aircraft may be

seen to follow the lower llne of quieter configurations. How-

ever, its noise is not as well predicted by the FAA method as by

the NASA ANOPP drag element method; compare Figs. 3.52 and

3.54.

3
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FIG. 3.51 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING POTENTIAL SOURCES OF
AIRFRAME NOISE. (From Ref. 62)
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FIG. 3.52 COMPARISONOF MEASURED& CALCULATEDFLYOVERNOISE SPECTRAFOR BOEING
747 WITH TRAILING EDGE FLAPS EXTENDED, & WITH FLAPS & LANDING GEAR
EXTENDED, AT 204 KNOTS AIRSPEED. (From Ref. 48)
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/// /. AIRCRAFT NOISE "%

"_ - ///'
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FIG. 3.54 COHPARISONOF MF.ASUREDAND PREDICTEDFLYOVERROISE SPECTRAFOR
CONVAIRF-IO6B IN CLEAN cONFIGURATIONAT MACH NUMBER 0.4.

(FromRef, 48}
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The increase in noise for the VC10 aircraft, "dirty" vs.

"clean", is shown in Fig. 3.55, together with the engine noise

and its compressor tone at 2.5 kilohertz. The estimated con-

tribution of leading edge slats, flaps at various angles, land-

ing gear, landi_ gear doors are shown in Fig. 3.56. The com-

bination of all of these factors adds ll dB to the overall sound

pressure level of the noise radiated by the "clean aircraft."

An 0.015 scale model of the AST100 was tested in the Langley

freeJet anechoic facility [162] to determine its airframe noise.

The model was tested at several speeds in both a clean and an

approach flaps (without landing gear) configuration, The data

shown in Fig. 3.57 show good agreement with prediction for the

clean configuration. The data for the approach flaps condition

are about 2-3 dB below the prediction for landing configuration,

r-_ which might be expected because no landing gear were included in

the model. An approximate scaling of these data to full-scale,

170 knot approach at 1 nautical mile altitude and conversion to

PNL by adding 7 dB to the 0ASPL [48] gives an EPNL of 88 EPNdB

for the "clean" configuration and 98 EPNdB for the approach

flap condition.
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FIG. 3.5S COMPARISON OF I/S-OCTAVE BAND AIRFRAME NOISE SPECTRA FOR DIRTY &
CLEAN CONFIGURATIONS OF VCIO AIRCRAFT FLYING OVERHEAD AT 183m ALT.

(From Ref. 62)
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FIG. 3.B6 ESTIMATED NONPROPULSIVE NOISE INCREASE DUE TO CHANGES FROM THE CRUISE
CONFIGURATION FOR THE VClO AIRPLANE. (From Ref. 6Z)
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These results are consistent with the estimates by Lock-

heed [116] for various weights and models o9 its CL 1611 advanced

supersonic transport. The CL 1611 series data given in Table 3.9

show predicted ai_framenoise ranging between 96.7 and 99 EPNdB

and total estimated approach noise Tanging Detween 103.1 and 105.9.

For this example all of the configurations meet the FAR-36

Stage 2 limits, and some meet the Stage 3 limits. However,

ass_unlng that the airframe noise predictions are correct_ and of

the order of 99 EPNdB, to achieve a reduction of the total noise

to 102 EPNdB would require the total propulsion noise (fan and

Jet) to be no greater than 99 EPNdB, and to achieve a total noise

of 100 EPNdB would require total propulsion noise to be no

greater than 93 EPNdB.
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TABLE 3.9 APPROACH NOISE LEVELS OF LOCKHEED CL 1611 SERIES
(Preliminary Results) (From Ref. )

-I -I -3 -4 -I -7 -9
DESCRIPTION MIN. MIN. MIN. MIN. MIN. MIN. MIN.

DOC DOC DOC DOC NOISE DOC DOC

Landing Weight
(]bs) 375,000 395,000 397,000 406,000 400,000 416,000 400,000

Thrust Required
(lbs) (4 Engines)i 42,268 48,660 41,325 49,797 49,148 47,798 48,852

aet Noise (EPNd8) 101.7 99.6 102.4 100.6 lOl.5 94.9 93.9
(No Credit for

_o Mechanical
i Suppressor)

Fan Noise (EPNdB) 97.0 93.3 97.3 93.8 97.4 96.4 98.4

Airframe Noise 96.7 98.6 96.2 98.7 98.8 99.0 98.6
(EPNdB)

Total Approach 104.8 104,2 106.9 104.8 105.9 103.5 103.|
Noise (EPNdB)



4, AIRFRAME-PROPULSION INTEGRATION AND NOISE

The NASA SCAR program has utilized a series of reference

aircraft designs to provide a basis for evaluating the overall

effectiveness of technological developments in improving AST per-

formance [40]. Table 4.1 summarizes some of the characteristics

of three versions of the NASA reference AST, together with the

reference designs of McDonald Douglas and Lockheed, and the Con-

cords and the prototype Boeing 2707 which was cancelled in 1970.

The five U.S. reference designs have a design range of

3850 to 4400 nautical miles. A nominal 4000 nautical mile range

satisfies the requirements for many key city pair routes, as

shown on figure 4.1. It covers the major North Atlantic routes,

including New York-Rome. Arguments have been forwarded for de-

sign ranges up to 6500 n. miles [46] which would include most

of the routes amongst the industrialized nations. An estimate of

the traffic on overseas routes in the year 2000 [51] indicates

that a range of 3500 n. miles would satisfy 53% of the world over-

water route; a range of 4000 n. miles would satisfy 77%, and a

range of 4500 would satisfy approximately 85%, including San

Francisco-Tokyo. Additionally, a range of 4000 n. miles would

give one stop service amongst 95% of the world's population [46].

Figure 4.2 indicates three specific markets for an advanced

SST which require ranges between approximately 3300 and 4500 n.

miles, and it illustrates the kind of range -- payload tradeoff --

which might be anticipated in a family of aircraft for two

values of takeoff gross weight. The aircraft described in Table

4.1 essentially cover this range of markets.
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TABLE 4.1 CIIARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED 4-ENGINE SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT DESIGNS*

A I [I RAPT

0 11^ ItA 0 T E I(l ,_T I 0 U.K.-Fronce 0outn_ 02_07 tlASA (Ref. NASA ^ST- tl0S^ I_JTG Hcbon4tJd [_sckh_ed
Cot_cur_le (1970) ^._T 11973) 100 (I_)76) AST 1112 IXJtlglas ^ST

z,rototy[,o (l,)70L_ - ^sT_( z975 ) _197S)

T_chlto]¢l_y _tt_rellt Cllrr_llt O_[E.I{ I |fJ90_ Curt.lit I¢]_0N Curl!.lll 1990Li ._l_rt d(_l]. SLn&'t deo.
late 197(1_ early 19800

Tukeofl_ Groaa tl_lgltt 110OO Ibm) 400 750 262 718 71U ?_0 592
Ntlnbt.r of }'aaueliBertl iO8 26| 292 292 202 273 290
C¥tlinu tl_ch No. 2.02 2.7 2.2-2,7 2,7 2,7 2.2 2,55
0UOBO (llzml. lcal _ileu) 3150 3(,50 4000 39(,0 4400 4400 38S0

_ll[$[llo (t'eferenct_) IluI|0 [_oyee Ot!ll,_ll_c. G_II, Ele¢, Gun, Kite, Cell* Oltle. fiml,_Let_, I_£gtl. 0 UhLLney
Olyml,Utl T,)rbo_ttt & TttrboJec Tl_rboJet Turbojet TtJrboJet VSC_ (Ref.)

A/0 (ouR.) (Ref,) (ocf.) (HUE.)
S,I,, Stal:[c thrttol: (|000 lhn) 3fl,O 67,0 73,S 66.{t 55,7 74,7
_.l,* Liftoff Hot Threat 11OO0 lbD 33.6 52.5 34.5 54,3 44,0

r_ Static Thrttltic-tlt_lLsht. Otlllo 0*38 0.30 Q,39 0,37 O.31 0.40
_t(tfo _fflcle*tcy Max Cf_ttuo L/D 7,It 7.95 8.7 9,1 9,l 9,6 9,0

lit}lee Etltl*_atea (KPOL) : Oortl_ 4ioaltt Coala
_ldolltte 112,2 [19,5111122 Ill,6 (llDB)t _109.5 (lOB) toot- [O3 tleet_ FAil 36

Ttz_.t_tfff ll9,_i 108, (lOB) 119.7 11082 ,109.5 11082 C_*_otralned lOB
^ppro_clt 116,7 109 (lOB) _iO8, _ (100) .100 1108) ]07

ltuference_ 2G.6] 51.147 8+13/* I_ 49 _3 54.213

_3'hene uLttdy dettlsn0 may he Intm_ded to be _*ter voreluz_ Oeqolfee 11.7 _lth 4,9 dB Wmdd require F-_p|uyn H_C
{Otllld II1 lafllty ¥t_r_[tl41_l _tllt_ IIO filorl} ito|tly w_i@ c_ll_ttla - dJ_ fltippri?tl_J_tll_ ttllll_lIe_loII _ll[ipr_tNloll ta auppre_xtloiI
mttt_d with man), eliBhlu d_aisiill i tllan tt-707 & ted tO meet to {tuet F'AO z'elliili'e0 1,5 moist FAO 36 itylitem to

]BCU ttircraft FAR-3(* 3f_, more for a la('(_t FAR 30
total of
6.4 dO
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The cruise design mach number for the aircraft in Table

4.1 varies between 2.0 and 2.7. The Concorde utilized a mach

number slightly above 2.0, enabling it to be constructed primarily

of aluminun. McDonald Douglas [50] selected a cruise mach number

of 2.2, as appropriate for an aircraft intended for immediate

initiation of detailed design, because of its reduced technical

risk, lower operating costs and increased range. Lockheed ['54]

selected a cruise mach number of 2.55 for an aircraft intended

for detailed design initiation in the early 1980s and for con-

siderable use of composite structures. The NASA Reference AST,

intended for certification in the 1990s, was utilized for a

variety of tradeoff studies in the mach number range of 2.2-

2.7. However, its derivative aircraft, the AST 100 and !02 were

optimized for maeh 2.7.

f_ The sea level static thrust-welght ratio for these alrcraft

designs varies between approximately 0.3 and 0.4 with the higher

values in some of the U.S. study designs resulting partially from

oversizlng the engines to attain takeoff thrust requirements at

lower Jet exit velocity and noise. The AST-102 represents an

iteration of the AST!00, optimized for range at fixed TOGW and

payload, without a noise constraint.

The aerodynamic efficiency (L/D at cruise) is between 9

and lO for the U.S. study designs, considerably greater than the

7-8 range of the earlier aircraft. This aerodynamic improvement

is a major factor in the range increases shown.

The AST study" aircraft and the B2707 have been used for the

development of many derivative designs, specialized for particu-

lar study objectives. Their performances are variously quoted,

depending upon the specific study in which the data are derived,

its assumptions, methods, and constraints. This statement

J
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applies particularly to the estimated noise levels, the earlier

studies utilizing a variety of assumptions and methods, some of

which are at variance with current practice. Thereficre, the quo-

ted noise levels should be considered as those believed at the

time by the developing organizations, and not necessarily compara-

ble amongst organizations or currently validated.

The following subsections examine some off the a_pects of the

NASA AST reference designs, the noise studies accomplished with

both NASA and airframe manufacturers designs, and the relation-

ship between potential impact and noise levels at certification

measurement locations.

4.1 NASA Reference Aircraft Designs

_irermf_ Oharacteristloa

The 19_3 NASA Reference AST [134] was derived from earlier

Boeing study aircraft which evolved from the B2707 and the NASA

development of aerodynamically advanced AST concepts with arrow

wing planfcrms. The propulsion system parameters were based on,

scaled data from the GE4 engine series designed for the U.S. SST

program [129]; but without afterburner, and with improved component

technology, including an increase of 450°F in turbine inlet tem-

perature. Similarly, the weight estimates for the reference AST

were based on.deslgn data from the U.S. SST program, and later

verified by Boeing in a detailed structural analysis [19,20].

The NASA reference AST was refined and updated in early 1976

by the development of the AST-100 design [8], which is illustrated

in Fig. 4.3. Some of its characteristics and design mission per-

formance are summarized in Table 4.2. Its improvement in maxi-

mum L/D relative to the reference aircraft, see Fig. 4.4, enabled
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FIG. 4.3 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF AST-IO0, (From Ref. 8)
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TABLE 4.2 AIRCRAFTCHARACTERISTICSAND MISSIONPERFORMANCEOF NASA AST-IO0
, FROMREF.8

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Takeoff gross weight ibm 718000
Operating weigh= empty ibm 329476
Payload-No. Passengers 292

Cargo 0
Total Weight ibm 61028

Wing area - reference ft2 9969
- acnual ftz 10996

S.L, static ins=alled thrust per

engine (std. day + 8°C), Ibf 65978
Initial installed thrust to

weight ratio ,37
Initial wing loading - reference ibm/ft _ 72.0

- actual, lbm/ft _ 65.3

Takeoff field length ft i0,500

INITIAL CRUISECONDITIONS

Lift Drag R_tio 8.91

_- Specific Fuel Consumption (ibs/hr/Ib 1.355
Altitude (feet) 62000

DESIGN MISSIONSUP,ERSONICCRUISE,MACH 2.62 (2.7 Std. Day)

OPERATING A FUEL A RANGE _ TIME

WEIGHTS Ibm ,n.m. ,,_:Ln.,.

Takeoff 718000
9600 0 ii

S_art Climb 708400
65769 337 22

Start Cruise 644631
186081 3431 134

End Cruise 458550 3650 200 20
End Descen_ 455000

,2578 0 5
Taxi-ln

Block Fuel & Time 265578 192

Reserve Fuel 64491

Trip Range 3968

NOTES: i. Taxl-ln fuel =aken out of reserves a= destination.

2. C.A.B. range corresponding to block rime and fuel equals trip

range minus traffic allowances as will be specified for supersonic
alrcraf:.
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a reduction in engine size and fuel consumption leading to a

reduction Of aircraft takeoff gross weight from 762 to 718 thou-

sand Ibs., while still achieving the same payload and range per-

formance capability.

The range capability for various combinations of takeoff

gross weight and payload for aircraft with the AST-I00 thrust-

weight and wing loading values is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The

values to the left of the maximum power cruise llne are not

possible because of insufficient or inefficient engine thrust.

The results show that the payload_gross weight fraction is a de-

creasing function of range and size and that for a constant

passenger payload the aircraft size increases approximately

proportional to aircraft range.

The effect of technology improvements (+) (regressing (-))

on both range (for fixed takeoff gross weight) and takeoff gross

weight (for fixed range) are shown in Fig. 4.6. Drag and specific

fuel consumption are the most important terms, followed by struc-

tural and total engine weight. Thus small changes in engine

weight, such as a stowable suppressor, would not necessarily have

great significance, as long as they did not cause penalties in

either drag or specific fuel consumption.

Subsequent to _he development of the AST-100 NASA applied

a new design sizing and performance optimization program to a

family of AST derivative aircraft with the same takeoff gross

weight, passenger payload, mission and cruise mach number as that

of the AST-100. The independent variables for this optimization

were wing loading (W/S in lbs/sq.ft.) and sea level static in-

stalled thrust weight ratio (F/W). The object of the optimiza-

tion was to maximize range, subject to a set of fixed constraints i

• !
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derlved from other considerations; such as takeoff field length

of 10,500 ft; cruise and climb thrust margins of 0.1 and 0.2, res-

pectively, and takeoff speed not exceeding 200 knots.

The results of this study are presented in Fig. 4.7 which

shows contours of constant range vs. F/W and W/S, together with

superimposed constraints. The allowable region is on the side of

the constraint lines that is away from the shading. The optimum

aircraft, neglecting constraints, has a range of 4861 n. miles,

a wing loading of l!O ibs/sq ft and a thrust weight ratio of 0.25.

Such an aircraft has a relatively small wing, with minimum struc-

ture and engine empty weight, enabling a reduction of thrust re-

quirements for part of cruise, and an increase in the amount of

fuel carried for fixed gross takeoff and payload weights. This

increase in fuel weight carrying potentlal is the primary reason

_. for its range potential. However, such an aircraft design would

probably not have the physical volume to store the allowed fuel

weight. Further, its takeoff field length is estimated at over

16,000 feet, takeoff speed is about 225 knots, and climb thrust

margin is about 0.06; all three factors violating the fixed con-

straints.

The aircraft that does meet all constraints (except fuel)

is designated as the AST-102. This aircraft was found to have a

range potential that is approximately 13% greater than that of

the AST-100, after modifying the design of the wing so that it

can carry the required fuel. However, its noise problem would

be greater than that of the AST-100 because its takeoff thrust

margin is less (lower F/W) and its low speed climb capability is

lower (less wing area for same TOGW and approximately similar

L/D). Consequently during takeoff, its engine must be operated

nearer to maximum thrust; i.e. maximum Jet velocity and noise.

4-11
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Low-Speed Aerodynamics and Noise

The low-speed aerodynamic L/D performance of the AST-100 is

summarized in Fig. 4.9 for approach, takeoff and initial climb with

20 ° flaps, and climb out with 5° flaps. The effect of various

flap angle settings on L/D is shown in Fig. 4.10. For takeoff and

climbout, the L/D of the AST-100 is about 0.B2 greater than that

estimated for its predecessor reference aircraft as shown in com-

paring the data given in Table 4.3. The improvement for approach

L/D is about 0.26. These improvements in L/D are attributed to

updated test data and the application of newly discovered lead-

ing edge scaling effects [8,33]. The resulting takeoff-climb

values of 7.5-8.5 are considerably In excess of the Coneorde's

L/D of 4.0 [28]. This improvement, about doubling the Ccncorde's

low-speed aerodynamic performance, means that an AST has signi-

ficantly improved po_entlal for climbing over the community at

noise levels significantly lower than those of the Concorde.

The noise analysis of the AST-100 [8] indicated that suppres-

sion would be required because the tradeoffs between oversizing"

the engine for noise and range were less attractive than those

between suppression and range. They also indicated that it was

desirable to accelerate the aircraft prior to cutback for the

3.5 n. mile takeoff measurement location, such that the flaps

could be reduced from 20 to 5 degrees in accordance with the re-

duced CL requirement associated with the higher speed. The solu-

tion found, was a takeoff at approximately 209 knots with an

acceleration to 241 knots at 700 ft altitude (minimum allowed al-

titude for cutback for FAR-36 certification) 19,500 feet from

start of takeoff roll. Note that this speed is Just below the

250 knot FAA maximum speed limit for operation below 10,000 feet

altitude. With this profile, the CL required is reduced from

0.44 to 0.38 and the L/D for climbout Is increased from 8.63

4-13
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10 FLAP
ANGLE, OEG

_X_ TRIMMEDAT '557 _REF

LID " _ ....
./ t p/ /,,'..-'b-" _-_'__._

/ /,'Y,-/ -'_

I I I I I I I I

0 .1 .2 .3 .L, .5 .6 .? J3

Lift Coefficient CL

FIG. 4.10 PRELIMINARYLOW SPEED LIFI'-DRAGRATIOOF AST-IO0OUT OF GROUND

EFFECTWITH GEAR DOWN AT VARIOUS FLAPSETrINGS(OD GEAR IS
0.00849). (From Ref. 147)
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TABLE 4.3 COMPARISONOF LOW SPEED LIFT-DRAGOF REFERENCE(]973)AST WITH AST-]O0.
(FromRef. B)

FLIGHT FLAP CL GRD. L/D MAXIMUMFIG. CONDITION CONFIG. ANGLE GEAR EFFECT AT CL L/D

Takeoff & Reference 20° DN .44 In 6.70 6.75

] Inltlal
Cl_mb (Ap-
prox 208 AST i00 20 ° DN .44 In 7.52 8.09
Knots)

Reference 5° UP .44 Out 7.80 10.87
2 CLIMBOUT*

(Approx. AST I00 5° UP .44 Out 8.63 13.53
220 knots)

Reference 20 ° DN .55 Omt 5.75 6.75
3 APPROACH

(Approx.
159 knots) AST I00 20° DN .55 Out 5.91 8.00

*Note: Climbout condition developed for AST-IO0 optimum noise takeoff profile was

at a speed of 241 Imots a CL of approximately 0.38 and an L/D of 1O.l.



to I0.i (see Fig. 4.9). Because of the higher L/D in cllmbout the

engines could be throttled back'in cutback by a greater amount,

leading to reduced noise while meeting the 4% climb gradient and

one engine out level flight requirements of FAR Part 36 certi-

fication regulations [186].

The engine was sized for cruise thrust, which for this design,

gave it an ample thrust margin for meeting the desired 10,500 ft

takeoff field length and attaining 700 feet altitude prior to cut-

back. Consequently, it was possible to operate the engine at

constant part power thrust during the takeoff roll and initial

elimbout. The thrust was chosen by finding an engine Jet velo-

city (within the allowable thrust range) at which both the sideline

and takeoff noise suppression requirements were thought to be

equal, see Fig. 4.11. This condition occurred with a 2470

"_ ft/sec Jet exit velocity and a thrust of 50,433 lbs on a standard

+10CC Day. This thrust is only 775 of the available engine thrust

and provides an operating thrust to weight ratio of about 0.28.

Note: for this design the application of an advanced controlled

throttle takeoff procedure (section 3.5) would probably increase

significantly the altitude of the aircraft prior to cutback, and

enable its acceleration to 250 knots, both outcomes reducing the

community noise under the takeoff path.

The suppression requirement found in this analysis was 4.9

dB, allowing for a +1.5 dB trade at both sideline and takeoff

measurement locations using the margin of at least 3 dB pre-

sumably achieved relative to the approach requirement. The es-

timated unsuppressed EPNL values along the eenterline and side-

line are shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, respectively.

s-h
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ALL ENGINE TAKEOFF DISTANCE 10500 ft

120 _. I '• ,'--CENTERLINE NOISE AT

_J/l 3-5 NAUTICAL MILES

llB; " '"

SIDELINE NOISE AT LES_--_
0.35 NAUTICAL HI

j _ 4.9 dB..... z ' SUPPRESSION
" REQUIRED

"' 112 1
_--1.5 dB EXCEEDENCE ON SIDELINE

AND CENTERLINE OFFSET BY
3 dB OF APPROACH

110

108: .... FREF 3 LIMIT

IC ''

?20 ?40 760
JET EXIT VELOCIT% mlsec

I ? 1 r 1

2300 2_00 2500

_,-_ JET EXIT VELOCITY, ft/sec
"_ FIG. 4.11 VARIATION OF EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL WITH

JET VELOCITY FOR AST-IO0 AIRCRAFT. (From Ref. 8)
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FIG. 4.13 AST-IO0 EFFECTIVEPERCEIVEDNOISELEVELWITHOUTSUPPRESSIONALONG
SIDELINE DURINGTAKEOFF. (From Ref. 8)
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4.2 Integrated Airframe-Propulsion Noise Studies

FAR Pa_'t _6 (1969)

The design optimization program used to evolve the AST-102

was applied to analysis of the range changes resulting from im-

position of noise constraints on the range of the AST, when it is

equipped wlth one of four engine type [147]. The engines, studled

were:

GE-4 turbojet with afterburner from US-SST program

Pratt and _Cnitney variable stream control engine (VSCE)

in 502 series

Pratt and Whitney rear valve engine (RVE) in i12 series

General Electric double bypass variable cycle engine (DBE)

in GE 21 series.

For each engine design the aircraft thrust-weight ratio (engine

size) and wing loading were selected to maximize range, holding

gross takeoff weight and payload at 718 and 61 thousand pounds,

respectively, and cruise mach number at 2.62°

The f!ve cases investigated included the no constraint case

together with four cases .that included the constraints on field

length, takeoff and approach speed, and climb and cruise thrust

margin utilized in Sh_ AST-102 study, together with

no noise constraint

108 EPNL without suppression (assumes co-annular effect

unknown)

lOB EPNL wlth suppression

108 EPNL wlth suppression and 12500 ft fielding.
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The noise was calculated in accordance with the methods of

Reference 8 with the following suppression allowances:

GE4 - 8 dB mechanical suppressor (5% thrust loss and 7%

increase in engine weight)

VSCE - up to l0 EFN dB coannular effect at maximum throttle

RVE - up to 5 EPN dB coannular effect at maximum throttle

DBE - up to 9 EPN dB coannular effect at maximum throttle.

The takeoff was generally constrained to initiate cutback and

flap retraction to 5° at 700 ft altitude and 19,500 feet from

start of roll, after accelerating to maximum speed consistent

with this profile, the other constraints and the available takeoff

thrust margin. For each noise constraint case the sideline and

takeoff EPNL was calculated as a function of absolute partial

power thrust used and an engine scale factor (ESF), see the

example in Fig. 4.14. The partial thrust and ESF values that

were estimated to result in meeting the 108 EPNL requirements at

each of the two measurement locations were then compared to

determine the values of both partial power takeoff thrust and ESF

which uniquely meet both requirements, see example in Fig. 4.15.

The resulting engine size for the configurations is an engine

whose maximum installed sea level takeoff thrust on a standard

+I0°C day is the value of the derived engine scale factor times the

full power thrust associated with an ESF of l°0. For the example

shown in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15, the selected ESF is 0.90, and the

engine is sized at 57,887 lhs (0.90 x 6_,319 lbs reference for

ESF _ 1.0).
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a) SIDELINENOISE{0.35n. miles) PartialPnwprThrust
'_ STD *IO*CIOAY

11SF _ (50426 lb_
[ //------

////------{4Ecs

EPNL,dB108I_
I_L PO.ERREFERENCEI _'__

104J'. I s_u .lo'c OAY I "_-._
I I_ ESF=_.O I _-""_

I |TOT_THRUST 64319 lbf I _'_
1OO'' ' ' ' I I l

.75 .80 _5 .90 ._ L(X)
ENGINESCALE FAC'_uR-ESF

PartialPowerThrust

b) TAKEOFFNOISE{3.5n. miles) STD •*I0"COAY
116r /_ _.5280[bf )

I /i------ (_'_ostb,)
- - _ / / (t,T338 tbi )

EPNL,dB " - .

: I SLTOPULLPOWERREFERENCE I
10= l STO -10"C DAY II F..SF=1.0113TAL_UST" 64319lbf

IOC' ' ' = ' '
:25 .80 .85 .90 .95 1.00

...._ ENGINESr_.a,I_" FACTOR-ESF
J FIG.4.14 VARIATIONOFSIDELINEAND TAKEOFFCENTERLINEEPNLWITHENGINESCALE

FACTORFORAST-IO0FAMILYAIRCRAFT,12,500FT FIELDLENGTH,AND
P & W VSCEENGINEWITHOUTSUPPRESSION.{FromRef.147).
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The variation of sideline noise at constant partial power

thrust as a function of ESP in Fig. 4.14a represents the effect

of the change in Jet exit velocity with a change in the ratio of

partial thrust to installed thrust (ESFX reference thrust). Thus,

at a constant partial power thrust, the noise decreases as ESF

increases because the required Jet exit velocity required to

attain the constant partial thrust decreases.

The variation of takeoff noise at constant partial power

thrust as a function of ESF shown in Fig. 4.14b behaves in the

same manner as that on the sideline. However, unlike the sideline

case, higher values of constant thrust result in lower noise levels.

The higher values of constant thrust during the initial takeoff

enable a greater aircraft speed at cutback, hence lower CL re-

quirement, higher L/D and a resulting lower value of thrust after

cutback with its lower value of noise.

The engine sizes chosen fr6m these analyses are shown on the

thumbprints for each engine type shown in Fig. 4.16. The optimum

ranges for an all supersonic mission are summarized in Table

4.4. These results indicate a significant range penalty to meet

the 108 EPNL requirement for the older afterburnlng GE-4 engine,

particularly when noise control is accomplished by oversizing

the engine to reduce Jet velocity rather than including a suppres-

sor. Fo_ th_ ass_mp_%on of _h_8 8_udy the results suggest that

the imposition of a I08 EPNL FAR Part 36 (1969) rule impose little

or no penalty in range for the AST-100 family aircraft derivatives

when powered with advanced technology variable cycle engines.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from a McDonnell Douglas study

[l!7] of various 1978-82 technology engines in their study AST

aircraft. The aircraft is configured to carry 225 passengers at

a cruise mach number of 2.2 over ranges in excess of 4000 n. miles

with a takeoff gross weight of 705 thousand Ibs.

4-23
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AND P & W VSCE ENGINE WITHOUT SUPPRESSION. (From Ref.
147).
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TABLE 4.4 RANGE SUMMARY - ENGINE STUDY ALL SUPERSONIC MISSION (From Ref. 147)*

Condition Cruise Climb Field
Thrust Thrust Length
HarQin Hargln Restraint GE4 VSCE RVE DBE

No _@streint None None None 3224 4067 4270 3611

No Noise Restraint 1.1 1.2 (10500 it) 3002 3625 3752 3329

148 EPNdfl, No Suppression l.l 1.2 (10500 it) 1969 3543 3490 3109

IO0 EPNdB, With Suppression 1.1 1.2 (10500 it) 2601 3625 3714 3247

148 EPNdB, HIth Suppression I.l 1.2 (12500 it) N/A 3812 3/52 3329
I

r_ 108 EPNdfl, With Suppression None None (12500 it) N/A 3812 3934 3475

*Foc the VSCE, EVE and DBE engines the "suppression" is tbe cosnnular noise reduction
and the "no suppression" le based on the calculated noise, assuming the eoannular
effect _e unlcnown.



The engines used in the study are shown in Fig. 4.17; the

1978 engines are mini or low bypass turbojets. The 1982 engines

include the 1978 engines uprated to an assumed 1982 technology

status, and two variable cycle engines derated from nominal 1985-

9 technology to assumed 1982 technology. The noise estimates

-were based on manufacturers' suppressed and unsuppressed data,

except that where the MDC suppressor was utilized it was assumed

to provide a peak suppression of 13 PNdB.

Figure 4.18 presents the range vs 'engine size summary with

the selected size for each engine indicated with a symbol. The

symbol used indicates the controlling constraint; either takeoff

field length of ll,000 ft, climb thrust-drag ratio of 1.1 or

maximum range. These results indicate that while all objectives

can be met with 1978 technology engines, significant range im-

f provements are anticipated with later technology engines.

The noise levels predicted for sideline and cutback positions

for these six cases are given in Table 4.5. The P & WA LBE 435

(1978) engine has a margin of 6 dB on sideline and 2 dB at cut-

back, both relative to the FAR 36 (1969) requirement of 108

EPNdB. However, it does not quite meet the FAR 36 Stage 3 re-

quirements of approximately 100 EPNdB on sideline and 105 EPNdB at

cutback.
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FIG. 4.18 SUMHARY OF RANGE VS ENGINE REFERENCE AIRFL0W FOR ENGINES IN
McDONNELL DOUGLAS STUDY FOR A MACH 2.2 AIRCRAFT WITH A 225
PASSENGER (46,000 LB) PAYLOAD, 705,000 TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
MEETING FAR Part 36(1969) TAKEOFF NOISE REQUIREMENTS. (From Ref. 117)



TABLE 4.5 PREDICTED TAKEOFF NOISE LEVELS (EPNdB) AT FAR PART 36 MEASUREMENT
LOCATIONS FOR McDONNELL DOUGLAS STUDY WITH MACII2.2, 705,000 LD
AST WITIIOUT TOLERANCES FOR AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE OR NOISE.
(From Ref. 117)

ASSUMED ALTITUDE AT
ENGINE TECHNOLOGY SIDELINE CUTBACK 3.5 NAUTICAL MILES

DATE (Feet)

GE21/JlOB3 1978 108 108 1391

GE21/JIOB4 1982 106 I10 I168

P&WA LBE 435 1978 102 106 1234

P&WA LBE 431R 1982 104 I06 1165

GE211JIlBI6 "
' (DB VCE) 1982 106 110 1378

0

P&WA VSCE 51]D I982 106 107 I192



Reduclng _oi'se _o FAR _6 - 5 EPNdB

The SCAR program objectives in noise included investigating

the effect of two assumed possible goals: FAR Part 36 (1969) and

FAR Part 36 (1969) L 5 EPNdB. The engine manufacturers' studies

[4,5,68 and 69] developed engine and noise data for integrated

airframe-englne designs to assess the effects of various noise

goals and these data were also applied by NASA to various air-

craft designs [208, 211].

A 1976 NASA study [208] assessed the effect of varying FAR

takeoff field length and sideline noise goals on the range per-

formance of the NASA reference AST aircraft [134] and a derivative

of the Boeing 2707-300 aircraft for four engine types. Pertinent

aircraft and engine characteristics are given in Tables 4.6 and

4.7, The two aircraft were chosen to represent the range between
r_

"optimistic" advanced design (Reference AST) and conservative

"older" design (B-2707). The engines were from the Phase I! study

results [4,68], but without the manufacturers' normal margins in

quoting performance and weight.

The effect of engine sizing without either field length or

noise constraints is given in P!g. 4.19. As would be expected, the

"older" conservative aircraft design exhibited less range than that

of the advanced design, regardless of engine type. The low bypass

engine (LBE 405B) showed poorer range than the three variable cycle

engines because of its greater weight, poorer subsonic S?C and more

conservative assumed technology. In general, the optimum SLS

corrected airflow was near 700 lbs/second, which would yield rela-

tively low thrust to weight ratios on takeoff with consequent long

field lengths and high velocity Jets and noise.
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TABLE 4.6 MAJOR AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR FIELD LENGTH/SIDELINE NOISE

STUDY, (From Ref. 208)

i

_.rmct,¢zscLc A/_G. LTV_Boei"_ng "B2707-

II_73 TReference !300 pez'ivatlv(

Tak_ro_ _&'oaa e,eLc;tit. Lb 7&2 SCO ?qO Or.

/isbI¢ al_ p4m_qqecz 1"2 272

P4TLeAd, lb _1 02S _7 0_7

lefiP_lm_J WLil@ 4£el. _t z _96_ ?TO0

'0pqEAtlJq Ilip_ _eml po,_d_
pCn@IL'ILOa teLqi_e, lb 2_ tla 371 I_0

L_t_'--o_ _ 0.55 0.70

p TABLE4.7 ENGINEOYCLE,WEIGHT,AND DII4ENSIONALCHARACTERISTICSFORFIELD-
LENGTH/SIDELINENOISESTUDIES(PHASEII PERFOR_IANCE[4,68].
(FromRef.208)

I I
clu_a_e_ £as_= l rSl-_ / I.$s. _sl_ ;?._llJqJ

_ _raE 405a _L_ _O2_ fC::: 112n Sl:tul_ I_1

I'10 _elma_m :c'at:Lo _. I 3.3 _S.O 3.1#11.0

01+*_41,?. Ipt_ma_,q_ ¢atll_ 17 20 25 22.1

_4_, _lauf.oR el_
_el_'_ _m:e. P 2+'00 2000 2OO0/lqO0 2_241

_LL-_LO_, Lb/_ ")OO "JO0 100 ,)oo/"TalO i

kd_qltad e_,at_

I_q_Z._L_IY.. 11, 15 200 13 O_S 1.1 I*_ 1] =50

'Po'..a,L,re Lclkr.
pm_ pod, _ 20 91_0 tO "]2*J 1,10A6 1'7 _,_IO

i
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Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the effect of the two takeoff field

length and noise constraints on the Boeing and NASA AST reference

aircraft. The ranges are less than the maximum values found for

the unconstrained designs of Fig. 4.19, reflecting the higher

values of corrected airflow required to meet the constraints. The

same reason explains the reduction of range resulting from re-

ducing.the field length at constant noise.

The percentage reduction in range for a 5 EPNdB reduction

for each field length constraint and aircraft and engine type are

summarized in Table 4.8_ These percentage range reductions are,

in most cases remarkably consistent between the two airplane de-

signs. They are higher with the 10,500 ft field length, probably

because this shorter field length requires higher takeoff thrust,

and thus more inherent noise." The principal variation in these

_ reductions occurs among engines with the GE21 double bypass show-F

Ing the least effect (0 to 5.4% reduction) and the low bypass en-

gine the greatest effect (6.6-10.8% reduction).

The results of a more recent study [211] which compared the

ranges for several engine types and an AST-100 type aircraft are

given in Fig. 4.22. These results indicate that the variable

cycle engines, 502B, DBE and DCE, have significantly more promise

than the turbojets, CTJ and GE4, in providing useful range while

meeting the combined constraints of I0,500 ft field length and

sideline noise of FAR 36-5 EPNdB. Unfortunately, the effect of

the 5 dB reduction in noise cannot be separated from the combined

effect of the two constraints to compare directly with the pre-

vious study data given in Table 4.8.

_J
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a) Boeing (TOGW 750,000 Ibs and 273 Passengers

_ .L_. ,

_f I I I w f I

b) NASA leference AST (TOGW 762,000 lbs and 292 Passengers

FIG. 4.19 EFFECT OF ENGINE SIZE ON RANGE FOR A MACH 2.32
AIRPLANE. (FromRef, 20B)

',wJ
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FIG. 4.20 EFFECT OF F.A.R. TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH AND SIDELINE
NOISE LEVEL ON RANGE OBTAINED WITH VARIOUS ENGINE
TYPES INSTALLED IN THE BOEING MACH 2.32 AIRPLANE.
TAKEOFF GROSS WT, 750,000 LBS, 273 PASSENGER PAYLOAD.
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FIG. 4.21 EFFECT OF F.A,R. TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH AND SIDELINE
NOISE LEVEL ON RANGE OBTAINED WITH VARIOUS ENGINE
TYPES INSTALLED IN THE NASA REFERENCEAST HACH 2.32
AIRPLANE. TAKEOFF GROSSWEIGHT, 762,000 LBS, 292
PASSENGERPAYLOAD. (From Ref, 208)
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TABLE 4.8 PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN RANGE RESULTING FROM REDUCING SIDELINE
NOISE FROM 108 TO I03 EPNL FOR TWO VALUES OF TAKEOFF FIELD
LENGTH, TWO AIRCRAFT AND 4 ENGINE TYPES. (From Ref. 208).

TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH

AIRPLANE 12000Feet 10500Feet

NASA* BoeinB** NASA Boeing

Takeoff Gross Weight
(1000 lbs) 762 750 762 750
Crulse Mach Number 2.32 2.32 2.32 2.32

Passenser Payload 292 273 292 273

ENGINE TYPE

P&W LBE 405B 6.6 6.8 10.2 10.8

GE21/J9BI i.i 0 3.2 5.A

P&W VSCE 502B 5.1 3.8 8.0 6.7

P&N VCE l12B*** 6.7 6.3 7.7 7.9

* NASA Reference AST with Arrow Wins, most Advanced AERO ±1341,

Range: 3750-4725

** Boein 8 Dar£va_ive of 2707, most conservative AERO, Range: 3400-3975

*** The noise estimates may be quite overoptimistic for this ensine
because of coannula_ effect assumption. [208].
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a) Pratt & Whitney Engine Comparison b) General Electric Enigne Comparison .

I IFAR 36S.L NOISE
12000FIIOFL _ FAR _6S.LNOISE

FAR36-5 12000FTIOFL
,-LBE430 ]05{_OFIIOFL _ FAR36-S

l. 6 ZO._oFr TOFL

_-,_. rVSCE _2B
,- 4_$18 dB 1.5

_OR) N 1.4

1 _ 1'1"31-- GE4

LVCE n2c -- _" 1.2

Gill8 rio SUP

].0,

I I I 1 _ J 8C0 900 1000 liD0 ]200 GE4 DBE OCEAIRFLOWSIZE. LBISEC AI"EQUALNOISEANDIOFL
7_o _ _o I_ lmO 1_o crJ ll2C 4_s _o2,

AIRFLOWSIZE.LDISEC ATEQUALNOISEANDIOFL

FIG. 4.22 RELATIVE RANGE COMPARISONS FOR VARIOUS ENGINES IN AST-IO0 TYPE AIRCRAFT AS A
FUNCTION OF ENGINE AIRFLOW, TOGETHER WITH THE EFFECT OF COMBINED FIELD LENGTH
AND SIDELINE NOISE CONSTRAINTS. (From Ref. 211)



A summary [119] cf the predicted tradeoffs between range and

noise of the NASA reference AST [134] and a post 1985 version of

the G.E. double bypass engine is shown in Fig. 4.23. The AST

was operated at a cruise mach number of 2.4. For the study the

payload remained constant while the nominal gross takeoff weight

of 762,000 Ibs and range varied with engine configuration. The

results indicate that mechanical suppressors offer good potential

in reducing noise at a low cost in range. Their use at a con-

stant range of 4000 miles produces benefits of 5-9 EPNdB depend-

ing upon complexity. Alternatively, attaining 5dB reduction at

the sideline for the two unsuppressed engines costs a range

i penalty of approximately 11%.
i

i The unsuppressed coannular nozzle Just meets the 1969 side-

line requirements at a 4000 mile range and is almost 2 dB in

excess of the requirement at cutback. With the most complex sup-

pression analyzed, the sideline level can be reduced about 6 EPNdB

below the requirement and the cutback level about 4 EPNdB below

the requirement, not quite meeting the FAR 36 Stage IIi require-

ments.
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a) SIDELINE RANGE/NOISE TRENDS
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4.3 Potential Impact vs. Flight Procedures

The basic noise certification procedures in FAR Part 36

apply to subsonic transport category aircraft. Both the flight

procedures and the certification levels have resulted from de-

tailed study of the performance characteristics of subsonic air-

craft. If the certification procedures were to be revised to

include supersonic transport aircraft, they would probably in-

corporate some new procedures appropriate to the performance char-

acteristics of such aircraft. However, the exact form of these

possible changes is not known at this time.

Supersonic aircraft have a higher thrust-to-welght ratio, and

poorer llft drag ratio than subsonic aircraft, and more sophls-

ticated computer control capability. Furthermore, their engines

are designed for continuous operation at high power settings,

whereas engines for subsonic aircraft are designed for only short

durations at full power. These differenQes have significant im-

plications for the relationship between the noise level under

the flight path, the levels at the certification locations and the

procedures used to fly the aircraft.

McDonnell Douglas studied [39] the effect of various procedures

on the noise characteristics of the MDC AST. All employed con-

stant throttle prior to cutback, and did not include the additional

potential possibly available from programed throttles (see Sec.3.5).

The variation of noise level directly under the flight path is

illustrated for several procedures in Figure 4.24 for a turbojet

engine with MDC's stowable suppressor. In four of the cases [3,4,

6 and 7] the full suppressed power is resumed shortly after passing
the takeoff monitor so that the cutback is for a short duration.

With this procedure, the certification levels may be attained,

but the noise subsequently increases further down the flight path.
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However, because of the short duration of cutback, there is not

much loss of altitude relative to a full suppressed power take-

off, and the levels at greater distances down the path become

comparable to those for the full power takeoff, Case i. When

cutback is maintained and climb proceeds at a 4% gradient, Case 2,

the noise level monotonically decreases with distance after cut-

back along the flight path. But, because of the slow climb

rate and the higher drag associated with speeds less than 250

knots, the noise level beyond approximately 30,000 ft. from start

of roll is greater than that associated with a full suppressed

power takeoff. This result is similar to that shown for Concorde

in Fig. 2.4. The 90, 100 and ll0 EPNL contours associated with .

the procedures studied for both takeoff and approach are illustrated

in Fig. _.25.

Table 4.9 presents the areas associated with the seven contour

sets for takeoff and the estimated certification levels for each

of the procedures. From this study it is clear that there is no

absolute relationship between certification levels and contour

areas. However, there is a suggestion that an inverse relation-

ship may exist, i.e., higher certification levels (no cutback)

produces the smallest contour area. Compare the results for

Cases 1 and 2. Table 4.9 also presents similar data for the three

approach procedures studied.

The study results for takeoff indicate the desirability of

accelerating to 250 knots (maximum allowable climb speed below

i0,000 ft) as soon as possible so that flaps can be retracted as

appropriate, and their drag minimized, If cutback is utilized to

achieve the 3.5 n. mile takeoff levels, power should be reapplled

gradually with a programed throttle schedule designed to ensure

that the noise does not increase after the takeoff measurement

location point, and to minimize the length and area of the contours

-J and thus, the probable magnitude of the impact.

n
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TABLE 4.9 SUPERSONIC CRUISE CONFIGURATION TAKEOFF CONTOUR AREAS (SQ,N,MI.) AND ESTIF_TED
CERTIFICATION LEVELS FOR VARIOUS TAKEOFF AND APPROACH PROCEDURES, WITIIHDC-AST, (from Ref.39)

PROCED AREA(SQ.N.Mi.) CERTIFICATIQNNOISEinEPNdO
URE PROCEDURES Sidellne Takeoff
NUMBER 90 EPNdB jO0 EPNdB ]I.O..EPNdB0.35 N.Mi. 3.5 N.Mi.

tAKEOFF

i Full Suppressed Power 21.94 6.25 1.24 104 112

2 Cutback at ll00 ft, Speed st

V2+IO knots, climb at 4% 35.96 6.34 1.15 104 107
gradient at cutback power

3 Cutback st 700 ft, Climb at max. 22.88 6.65 1.21 103 Ii0

suppressed power after monitor

4 'Cutback at II00 ft., climb at
max. suppressed power after 22.88 6.59 1.17 104 107
monitor

5 *Cutback at 1300 ft, Suppressor
retracted at 5000 ft, climb at 36.40 11.26 1.22 104 i07
max. unsuppressed power after
monitor

6 Cutback st 1100 ft, wltb air-

craft speed held at V2, el_mb at 23.08 6.83 1.13 104 107
maximum unsuppressed power after
monitor

7 *Cutback 3 sec. before monitor,

aircraft speed max. prior to 21.17 5.96 1.34
monitor [%12+37knots], climb at
max. suppressed power after

monitor. CERTIFICATION in EPNdB

APPROACI! Approach i N.MI.
i Standard (3°) 6.74 0.73 .04 108

2 *2 Segment (6°) a (3°) 2.56 0.67 .04 107

3 *20 KEAS Decelerating Approach 3.65 0.46 .O2 107

*No in conformance with Part 36 Procedures.



5. CONCLUSIONS

The noise design goal that has received _he greatest attention

in the NASA program is the FAR 36 Stage 2 certification require-

ments. The preponderant evidence in this report from the NASA

program and the engine and airframe manufacturers is that thls

goal is achievable. The technology required for a Mach 2.2 AST

meeting this noise goal with an immediate initiation of detailed

design (Class I technology by ICAO definition), is primarily

"current" and "available" by the EPA definition, although some

might be considered "future."

For an initiation of detailed design in the mid 1980s, a

Mach 2.55-2.7 AST could be developed, utilizing primarily Class

2 and 3 or "available" and "future" aerodynamic, structure, en-

gine cycle and noise control technologies. Such an aircraft

would be expected to have higher performance margins, and lower

risk in terms of meeting the Stage 2 noise limits. However, if

it were to Just meet the Stage 2 noise limits it would be noisier

than new subsonic aircraft introduced in a comparable time period.

Such subsonic aircraft would be expected to meet at least the

Stage 3 noise limits. Airframe manufacturers [55,60] recog-

nize that this situation may not be tolerable, and that Stage 3

or more restrictive noise certification limits might have to

be faced in the 1980s in the design of an acceptable AST.

The FAR Part 36 certification regulations were developed

for subsonic category aircraft. Their certification flight test

procedures and noise limits were based on the performance char-

acteristics of subsonic aircraft. Consequently, they do not

necessarily serve as an appropriate design goal for an AST, and

were never intended for such use. However, because they exist

they become the de facto AST design guidelines and constraints.

)
V
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Their application to AST design, as shown in some of the

studies reported here, often led to overslzing engines to operate

at part power takeoff and a climbout profile that has a minimum

climb gradient which, in effect, stretches the noise contours

for much greater distances along the flight track than those of

subsonic aircraft of comparable size and range. Thus, the poten-

tial impact on people of the AST is often greater than that of the

subsonic aircraft even when it meets the same certification

limits.

Because of its inherent design requirements an optimum AST

will probably have a greater noise potential than a comparable

subsonic aircraft. However, it will also probably have the capa-

bility to accelerate to the 250 knot speed limits in a relatively

s_ort distance after rotation and to thereafter climb in a clear

aerodynamic configuration. This potential capability would be

enhanced if it is allowed to use optimum power management during

takeoff [40]. The use of these potentially available positive

noise control characteristics should be encouraged to achieve an

optimized minimum noise impact AST.

In order te promote the design of an environmentally accep-

table KST a set of goals should be established for the designers.

These goals should be stated in terms of impact potential, such

as footprint areas and tolerances on the gross dimensions of

specific contours [39,55], rather than the levels at the current

measurement locations. The numbers assigned to the goals should

be selected to obtain a desired level of compatibility between

supersonic and subsonic aircraft of comparable size, route struc-

ture and time of entry into service. Further, the goals should

allow a maximum latitude in developing takeoff and landing flight

and power management procedures, consistent with proper flight

and air traffic control safety requirements.
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With the development of design goals that relate directly

to environmental Impact potential, and the relaxation of subsonic

derived flight procedures, it should be possible for the designer

to optimize AST design for the real world environmental require-

ments, as well as for range, payload and economic viability.

j
I
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